
EVERY PURCHASE MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Unique gifts that empower artisans, preserve traditions and spread happiness worldwide.
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see back cover for details
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On location at Wat Phra Singh 
in Chiang Mai, Thailand.
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E. GOLDEN LOTUS PARASOL. Passionate red and golden lotus 
inspired motifs adorn this handmade saa paper parasol by Nikom. 
The parasol features designs rooted in the elegance of Thai temple 
architecture. Best suited for use to shade the sun or as decoration. 
27"H x 34.5" diam.

#339921 Golden Lotus Parasol $39.95
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F. GOLD PLATED CHANDELIER EARRINGS. Fanning 
outward like a peacock’s plumes, these chandelier earrings 
from Bali artisan Desi Antari are every bit as dramatic. 
Delicate polished paillettes with golden swirls and spirals are 
all rendered by hand in sterling silver bathed in 18k gold. 
2.5"L.

#358927 Gold Plated Chandelier Earrings $59.95

G. CHIANG MAI CHIC DRESS. Slip on this relaxed, tunic 
style dress and you may not want to take it off. Jamriang 
in Thailand creates the comfortable dress from wine-hued 
cotton with a subtle woven check pattern. Raw edges at 
the collar, hem and cuffs add to the feeling of ease, as do 
the side seam pockets. Hand wash. (Handwoven check pattern 

may vary.) S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 43"L.

#406668 Chiang Mai Chic Dress $79.95

H. BLUE MOON NECKLACE. “Once in a blue moon” has 
its origins in a real astronomical event which equates to a 
13th full moon within a year, which happens about every  
3 years. This elegant necklace from Thailand features a 
suspended blue topaz representing a blue moon. 
Surrounding it, the high tide and waves swirl around the 
earth, pulled by the forces of the moon. 24k gold plated 
silver. Necklace adjusts 18-19"L; Pendant 1" diam.

#189429 Blue Moon Necklace $129.95

I

EXPLORE  .  EMPOWER  .  IMPACT

D. LANNA TEMPLE SPIRIT HOUSE. In designing this traditional 
spirit house, Thai artisan Jaifah Aksornsri draws inspiration from 
temples of the ancient Lanna kingdom. It is customary in Thailand 
to build a san phra poom, or “guardian spirit house” when 
building one’s own home. A ceremony takes place, inviting a 
protective spirit to live inside the small house. These spirit houses 
are believed to bring luck, happiness, success and security to those 
within the home. 11.5"H x 6.5"W x 13.25"D.

#363954 Lanna Temple Spirit House $225.00

D

TREASURES
OF THE WORLD

Take a journey around the world  
with us... empower artisans and 
spread some happiness today!

On location at the  
Mon Tribe Market,  
Chiang Mai, Thailand.
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OPPOSITE PAGE – SEE DETAILS ONLINE
A. #411385  HOLIDAY CHIC JUMPSUIT  $59.95
B. #398878  BOUQUET TASSEL EARRINGS  $23.95
C. #413098  SKY GARDEN NECKLACE  $47.95

Thai textile artisan Jamriang combines 
traditional designs with modern comfort

Hand carved, hand hammered, hand painted, hand finished.

Your source for the works of the world’s most talented artisans.

IT'S DIFFERENT. IT'S NOVICA.

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS.
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B. MYSTIC POWER NECKLACE. Get lost in the mystical 
power of this dynamic necklace by India’s Vivek Nathany.  
A solar quartz gemstone slice is set in sterling silver bathed 
in 22k gold to form a pretty pendant that swings from a 
gleaming gold-plated rolo chain. Chain adjusts from 17.75"  

to 19.75"L.

#399493 Pink $49.95 
#399492 Green $49.95

A. KAJILI EMBROIDERED DRESS. Inspired by the folk 
songs sung for the approaching monsoon season in the 
Rajasthan region of India, this dress features a grey-blue 
base with golden Lurex throughout. The babydoll-style dress 
has cloud-colored ribbon trim and hand-embroidered and 
beaded flowers blooming from the first showers. This easy-
to-wear midi-length dress features three-quarter length 
sleeves, v-neckline, gathered skirt and most importantly, 
side seam pockets. 100% cotton. Machine wash. S (4-6),  

M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 43"L.

#416256 Kajili Embroidered Dress $69.95

C. GRACEFUL BANDS RING. A wide, textured sterling 
silver band is gracefully swathed by four outer bands of 
shining brass that crisscross the finger. This striking and 
elegant ring is a custom design by India’s Neetu Barathi.  
We recommend ordering one size larger than usual to 
ensure a comfortable fit. Whole sizes 5-13.

#285859 Graceful Bands Ring $49.95

D. BALINESE CEREMONY CARVING. Anak Agung Ary’s 
charming sculpture depicts a Balinese ceremony procession. 
Hand carved from albesia wood, the figures are robed in 
ceremonial dress carrying offerings and instruments. An 
antique finish with golden paint complete this unique 
carved wood sculpture. 17.25"L x 9"H.

#404759 Balinese Ceremony Carving $99.95

I. COUNTRY MARKET WRAP BRACELET. 
Guatemala’s Cristóbal Ramírez meticulously strings 
glass beads into a fantastic wrap bracelet in a variety 
of colors and patterns. Button closure. 22"L.

#304361 Country Market Wrap Bracelet $39.95

B. HEALTHY WEALTHY & WISE CITRINE 
EARRINGS. Long believed to attract prosperity and 
success, word has it that wearing citrine can also 
help to maintain it. Test the wisdom of this belief 
with our gorgeous faceted citrine briolette earrings 
with garnet and peridot by Indian artisan Vivek 
Nathany. 22k gold-plated 925 sterling silver. 1.75"L.

#319092 Healthy Wealthy & Wise Citrine Earrings $39.95
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ENCHANTED GARDEN TUNIC. A 
graceful vine entwines amid the 
blossoms and leaves of lavish  
tonal embroidery of Anchal 
Ahuja’s viscose Indian tunic.  
This ever so easy-to-wear top 
features a smock-style 
embroidered bodice with 
button placket and cuffs. 
Three-quarter length  
sleeves. Machine wash  
cold. S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18),  

XXL (20-22). Size L is 28.5"L.

F. #399124 Marigold $64.95 
G. #400346 Mulberry $64.95

J. RELAXING BUDDHA. Buddha’s head rests upon his hands, and a  
faint smile plays across his lips. This serene sculpture by Seji Taram is hand carved 
from suar wood and signed by the Balinese artisan. Makes a thoughtful gift for 
the home or workplace. See Seji Taram’s full collection of incredible wood carvings 
online. 9.75"H x 8.5"W x 4"D.

#226092 Relaxing Buddha $99.95

J

Sinuous detail Sinuous detail 
defines our  defines our  
year-round  year-round  
customer  customer  
favorite.favorite.

Fully lined Fully lined 
with with 

side-seam side-seam 
pockets.pockets.

Carved in Indonesia by Seji Taram
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BANDHANI TRAVEL SEPARATES. Bandhani is a western Indian tie-dyeing 
technique and the cloth is often used for women’s shawls. Here the 
technique is adapted for a silky collection of travel-ready garments. These 
wrinkle-resistant separates and mid-length dress drape beautifully and expand 
your travel wardrobe. The top features bandhani appliqué and the ankle-
length skirt has an elastic waist with drawstring. The fit & flare dress has a 
scoop neck and three-quarter length sleeves. Made in Jaipur, India. 100% 
viscose rayon. Hand wash cold. Black (BK), Royal Blue (RB). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L Top length is 28"L, Skirt length 32"L, Dress 38.5"L.

A. #396981 Fit & Flare Dress $69.95 
B. #301777 Bandhani Shirt $62.95 
C. #301778 Bandhani Skirt $62.95

D. THE DANCE WOOD SCULPTURE. This wonderfully 
romantic sculpture is by master carver Wayan Rendah in 
Bali. Hand-carved from suar wood, the image depicts an 
abstract couple dancing in a continuous embrace. Is 
fluid lines are complemented by the smooth grain of the 
wood. 11.75"H x 6.75"W.

#416263 The Dance Wood Sculpture $69.95

F

F

Easy living
day to night

Lagoon

Meadow

“Just love this dress, always a classic!!! Love the 
colors and the crafting.”   – Cadenza

E. NATURE’S MIRACLE SILVER NECKLACE. Talented 
Karen hill tribe artisans craft this stunning necklace 
populated with blossoms and leaves of various sizes and 
shapes. Tiny rondelle beads make up the rest of the 
necklace, which is presented by Pakaon Sojintarit in 
Thailand. Hook closure. 950 silver.  
17.25"L with 2.25"L extender chain.

#379367 Nature’s Miracle Silver Necklace $149.95

F. VINTAGE BATIK DRESS. Create some magic with our 
elegant caftan-style dress. Floral batik accents define the 
asymmetrical V-neck and three-quarter length sleeves of 
this rayon maxi dress. Crafted in multiple complementary 
and muted shades with antique batik motifs. 100% rayon. 
Hand wash. Made in Indonesia. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),  

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 54"L.

#394718 Plum $99.95 
#404460 Lagoon $99.95 
#404461 Meadow $99.95
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G. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BOOK ‘ATTAINABLE 
SUSTAINABLE’. Packed with delicious recipes, natural 
remedies, gardening tips, homemaking ideas, crafts and 
more, this useful lifestyle reference from the popular 
blogger behind Attainable Sustainable makes earth-
friendly living fun, real and easy. Hardcover. 320 pages,  

10.25"H x 8"W.

#403893 ‘Attainable Sustainable’ Book $35.00

Balinese master sculptor 
Wayan Rendah carves 
stunning works of art

Black

A B

C

D
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G. LAMAK STERLING SILVER EARRINGS. Ari Gunawan and 
his wife create beautiful jewelry together. These sterling silver 
earrings feature ornate flag-like dangles suspended from rope-
motif circles. Made in Indonesia. 2"L x 0.75"W.

#380872 Lamak Sterling Silver Earrings $44.95

H. MAYAN CODE BEADED BRACELET. Maya Blue can be seen in the 
murals at Chichen Itza. The formula for creating this pigment was 
discovered in the 1960s. How the Mayans produced it remains a 
mystery. Handwoven in Guatemala, this bracelet recalls the lost 
knowledge of the Mayans. 21.5"L x 0.25"W.

#310246 Mayan Monolith Beaded Bracelet $39.95

INDIAN 
INSPIRATION

Shekhawati, in northern India, is 
the open art gallery of Rajasthan. 
The thousands of intricate frescoes 
that decorate palaces, forts, and 
temples are an endless source 

of design inspiration across the 
subcontinent and beyond.

F. INDIAN HAVELI TUNIC. The patterns on this 
buttonfront tunic are taken from a haveli (private 
mansion) in Shekhawati, India, and give just a hint at the 
abundance of geometric and arabesque decoration for 
which the town is known. Made in India. 96% rayon,  
4% spandex. Machine wash. Grey (GY), Olive (OL), Blue (BL)  

or Fuchsia (FS). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).  

Size L is 31.5"L.

#325098 Indian Haveli Tunic $78.95

HG

F

Olive

Fuchsia

Grey (shown)

Blue

D. MAKALU WOOL MITTS. Colorful and fun, these cozy 
fingerless mitts will keep your hands warm on chilly days. The pair 
is hand knit in Nepal and embroidered using 100% wool and lined 
with soft polyester fleece. 8"L x 4"W.

#421221 Makalu Wool Mitts $45.95

A

A. JADE GARDEN PIMA CARDIGAN. Briseida Huete in Peru knits this 
gorgeous jade green cardigan from soft pima cotton with hand-
crocheted edging and a cascade of tonal flowers, stems and leaves. A 
true work of wearable art that can be worn year-round. Hand wash. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 25"L.

#402588 Jade Garden Pima Cardigan $249.00

E. COUNTRY HORSE HOLDER. Rustic sculptures related to 
everyday rural life are an important part of folk art in Guatemala. 
This pinewood sculpture is carved and colorfully painted by the 
artisan collective Maya Artists Group, and depicts a neighing horse. 
The back has an area on which decorative objects can be placed. 
14.75"D x 7"H x 5"W.

#410908 Country Horse Holder $69.95

C. AFTERNOON FIESTA ZAPOTEC TOTE. Zigzags, 
dots and vertical stripes create a festive look for this 
delightful Zapotec tote bag by Maria Jose Artes. 
Woven by hand on a traditional loom, it combines 
shades of blue, red and sunny yellow wool for year-
round style. The bag features brown leather shoulder 
straps, is fully lined and has an open inner pocket. Zip 
closure. Made in Oaxaca, Mexico. 18"W x 13.5"H x 4"D.

#417592 Afternoon Fiesta Zapotec Tote $139.95

B. MEXICAN COPPER EARRINGS. Recalling the 
pyramids at Tzuntzuntzan, Mexico’s Rosy and Daniel 
give a triangular shape to these delightful copper 
earrings, hand-painted with delicate floral designs in 
gold, orange, moss green and lilac. Sterling silver 
hooks. 2"L.

#403304 Mexican Copper Earrings $34.95

B

C
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Super softSuper soft
fleece liningfleece lining
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Style meets 
comfort in 
100% alpaca

Charcoal (CH)

D

C

F

Teal

Plenty of Plenty of 
pockets, pockets, 
timeless timeless 
stylestyle

D. LONG LINES SWEATER. Wilber Calapuja designs this 
long length tunic sweater with a classic cable and diamond 
knit pattern in 100% cozy alpaca. The versatile design can 
be dressed up or down – wear it over leggings or jeans with 
tall boots for stylish warmth. Dry clean or hand wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 37"L.

#402130 Natural $219.00
#402129 Charcoal $219.00

E. IRISH COUNTRY HOUSE PLAID HANDBAG. Irish 
Country Houses are defined by understated elegance and 
informal luxury. You’ll find the same time-honored attention 
to detail in our roomy Irish wool tweed bag woven on 200 
year-old looms. Snaps at the gusset expand our faux 
leather-trimmed zip closure bag. Two inner and one outer 
pocket. Imported. 13.5"W x 11"H x 4.5"D. Handles 18"L; Detachable, 

adjustable strap 20-40"L.

#362598 Irish Country House Plaid Handbag $149.95

F. HIMALAYAN HEIRLOOM SHAWL. Along with the 
breathtaking mountain landscape, the Kashmir region is 
renowned for its master weavers. Local artisans evoke 
Kashmir’s inspirational gardens in this traditional wool 
shawl, with its pattern of swirling flora and earthy bands of 
color. Made in India. 100% wool. Dry clean. 77"L x 28"W.

#166096 Brown $64.95 #359562 Teal $64.95

B. CLADDAGH BIRTHSTONE JEWELRY. A 
traditional symbol in Celtic culture, the Claddagh 
combines three elements: a heart for love, hands 
for friendship and a crown for loyalty. A birth 
month cubic zirconia centers the crowned heart 
on both the ring and pendant, held by hands 
completing the circle. Inset glittering clear crystals 
complete the sterling silver designs which are 
rhodium plated to keep their shine and luster. 
Inscribed inside the ring is “Love, Loyalty, 
Friendship.” Made in Ireland. Necklace chain adjusts 

18-20"L, Pendant approx. 1"L x 0.5"W.

#420099 Claddagh Necklace $119.95

Please specify birth month: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, 
Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec.

Claddagh Birthstone Rings $99.95 
Rings available in whole sizes 6-9.

#420087 Jan #420093 Jul
#420088 Feb #420094 Aug
#420089 Mar #420095 Sep
#420090 Apr #420096 Oct
#420091 May #420097 Nov
#420092 June #420098 Dec

A. IRIS MARL RIB SWEATER. Knit in Ireland 
from a luxe blend of wool, cotton, cashmere 
and silk, this funnel neck sweater features a 
ribbed body design with wide ribbed cuffs, 
hem and sleeves. The relaxed silhouette, side 
slits and dropped shoulders lend the pullover 
a cozy yet contemporary style. 67% wool, 
23% cotton, 5% cashmere, 5% silk. Dry 
clean or hand wash. Apple (AP), Aqua (AQ),  

Sunset (SS). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),  

XXL (20-22). Size L is 25.5"L.

#418790 Iris Marl Rib Sweater $175.00

C. MYSTIC GOLD LOOPS. Elongated loops 
are hammered from sterling silver and bathed 
in 22k gold to capture the light in intriguing 
ways. These modern hoop earrings are 
designed by India’s Vivek Nathany. 2.25"L.

#370202 Mystic Gold Loops $42.95

E

Jun Feb Dec Jul Jan Aug

Relaxed styling,Relaxed styling,
soft marled texturesoft marled texture
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A. PERUVIAN WILDFLOWER ALPACA-BLEND CLOAK. Versatile with 
lightweight warmth, this alpaca-blend cloak is great for travel in changeable 
climates. Modeled after the Andean ruana, a traditional style of draped cloak, its 
pattern of contrasting colors of flowers is inspired by the wildlife of the Peruvian 
mountainside. An attached scarf and button front keep you warm when winds 
pick up. Knit in Peru by Alfredo Falcon. Hand wash or dry clean. 50% alpaca, 
45% acrylic, 5% wool. Approx. 46"W x 32.5"L.

#311329 Red $149.95 #313344 Gray $149.95 
#187672 Blue $149.95

C. CHAI TEA SLIPPER SOCKS. Inspired by the colors and flavor of chai tea,  
a warming drink served on street corners in India, these cozy slipper socks are 
hand knit by women artisans living in Himalayan communities. The group is a  
Fair Trade organization, and each purchase helps to support local orphanages. 
Acrylic/nylon blend. Machine wash. S: Fits women’s size 8 to 9.5, men’s size 7 to 8.5. 

M: Fits women’s size 9.5 to 11, men’s size 9 to 10.5.

#399843 Chai Tea Slipper Socks $37.95

A

Stay cozy as Stay cozy as 
temperatures temperatures 
drop with drop with 
the stylish the stylish 
attached attached 
scarfscarf

E. KOLKATA CROSS NECKLACE. Garnet, citrine, 
iolite, peridot and amethyst surround a central blue 
topaz in this sterling silver pendant. The gems are 
hand-cut in Jaipur and hand-set in Kolkata. Inspired 
by the works of Mother Teresa, who spent much of 
her life ministering in Kolkata.  
15.75"L; Pendant 1.25"L x 0.75"W.

#142737 Kolkata Cross Necklace $79.95

E

G. GUARDIAN ANGEL 
SCULPTURE. Using native 
suar wood, Balinese sculptor 
Eka carves an angelic figure 
cradling a baby. A reminder 
to those that believe a 
greater presence watches 
over us. 13"H.

#386650 Guardian Angel 
Sculpture $79.95

G

Chambray Turquoise Burgundy Navy

D
D. LILY OF THE INCAS BUTTON-FRONT BLOUSE. 
The colorful genus of flowers known as lily of the 
Incas is the inspiration for the hand-embroidered 
design of this 100% organic cotton blouse. Soutache 
embroidery and crochet lace details at the bust and 
cuffs. Button-and-loop closures and a V-neck collar. 
Machine wash. Made in Peru. S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28"L.

#352232 White $69.95 
#352233 Chambray $69.95 
#374504 Turquoise $69.95 
#413085 Burgundy $69.95 
#374505 Navy $69.95

F. SPARKLE MULTIGEM SILVER LINK BRACELET. 
More than 21 carats of garnet, citrine, peridot, iolite 
and amethyst bring a rainbow of color to this sterling 
silver bracelet created by Indian artisan Neeru Goel. 
The design is inspired by Rangwali Holi, the Hindu 
festival where friends and strangers playfully douse 
each other with vivid colored powders in a 
celebration of renewal, reconciliation and 
thanksgiving. Hook clasp. 7.5"L x 0.5"W.

#98138 Sparkle Multigem Silver Link Bracelet $179.00

F

B. BUDDHA’S CURLS AMETHYST EARRINGS. Bali’s 
Zayd Makarim transforms sterling silver half hoops 
into something truly special by adding a three carat, 
faceted amethyst to each. The oxidized sterling silver 
pattern, which the artisan calls ‘Buddha’s curls‘,  
is inspired by hundreds of Buddha statues at 
Borobudur temple in central Java. 1"L.

#302936 Buddha’s Curls Amethyst Earrings $119.95

B

C

1OO% organic 1OO% organic 
cottoncotton

Hand knit beauty

“My favorite cloak to wear everywhere! The color is 
perfect and it is very warm but light to wear.”   – Ginger

A masterpiece by Peruvian artisan Alfredo Falcon

The perfect gift 
for welcoming  
a new member  
of the family
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IRISH TREE OF LIFE JEWELRY. With branches reaching 
toward the heavens and roots seeking out the sacred 
waters, the Tree of Life has been a symbol of balance  
and harmony for thousands of years. Crafted in Dublin, 
Ireland. Sterling silver and marcasite. Necklace 18"L;  

Pendant approx. 1.25" diam.; Earrings approx. 0.75" diam.;  

Ring available in whole sizes 6-10.

B. #333609 Irish Tree of Life Necklace $89.95 
C. #333610 Irish Tree of Life Earrings $89.95 
D. #421086 Irish Tree of Life Ring $129.95

E. BREEZY BAMBOO WINDCHIME. Trisna Dewi crafts a 
wind chime using black bamboo etched with sunny designs. 
Dancing in the Balinese breeze, aluminum chimes sing in 
the wind. 18.5"L x 11.75"W.

#377689 Breezy Bamboo Windchime $34.95

A. SACRED GEOMETRY SWEATER. The fashion designs of 
Cristina Villalobos are inspired by styles from previous 
decades as well as the culture of her native Peru. Both 
appear in this multicolored geometric-patterned sweater 
made from an eco-friendly recycled polyester and cotton 
blend. 70% recycled polyester, 30% cotton. Machine wash 
cold. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),  

XXL (20-22). Size L is 26"L.

#407316 Sacred Geometry Sweater $99.95

B
C

D H

J
K

L

F

G

I

A symbol of 
transformation, 
hope & change

G. INDIAN LABRADORITE EARRINGS. By Neetu 
Barathi, modern drop earrings showcase labradorite’s 
inherent beauty. The faceted stones total some 12 
carats and are set in sterling silver. Hook earrings. 
Natural stone may vary in color and variegation. 1"L.

#342321 Indian Labradorite Earrings $49.95

H. WHO WHAT WHEN WHERE LONG CARDIGAN. 
All they’ll remember is ‘who’. ‘What’ is the flowered 
cardigan. ‘When’ and ‘where’ can be summarized as 
anytime, anywhere. Button front long cardigan knit in 
100% alpaca, a fiber so luxurious it was once 
reserved for Inca royalty. Dry clean. Made in Peru.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 36"L.

#368023 Who What When Where Long Cardigan $199.00

I. BUTTERFLY REST. A delicate butterfly, hand carved 
from Argentine onyx, alights on freeform natural 
quartz. The artisans of Brazil’s Joias do Rio create this 
beautiful sculpture, adding a body of brass with a silver 
finish that can be positioned as desired. Approx. 3"H.

#398666 Butterfly Rest $49.95

WINGS OF A DOVE BABY ALPACA SCARF. 
Gorgeous gossamer open-weave 100% baby alpaca 
scarves in colors as soft as the fibers. Warm and 
luxurious worn alone, more so when layered. From 
the workshop of Peruvian textile artisan Alfredo 
Falcon. Hand wash. 59"L x 17.75"W.

J. #306261 Steel Blue $39.95 
K. #306266 Champagne $39.95 
L. #306258 Petal Pink $39.95 

A

D

E

Sustainable style —Sustainable style —

natural cotton natural cotton 

& recycled denim& recycled denim

F. ANY DAY, ANY TIME, ANYWHERE BOHO TOTE. Expandable, 
durable and the one bag you need ‘round town or on the road. Lobster 
claw clips expand or draw in the sides of our leather trimmed recycled 
light blue denim and natural undyed cotton hobo tote. Cotton canvas 
lined with three interior pockets, one of which zips. Handcrafted in 
Guatemala. Bag 19"W x 12"H x 9"D; Straps 22"L.

#387396 Any Day, Any Time, Anywhere Boho Tote $139.95

Ancient 
patterns, 

contemporary 
design

“The sweater is beautiful, well made, and toasty 
warm. Very flattering as well.”   – Nancy

100% alpaca 
cardigan with 
patterns front 

and back
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Effortless style,Effortless style,
our most popular ombré  our most popular ombré  
shaded ruana —  shaded ruana —  
fully reversible  fully reversible  
and available in  and available in  
multiple colors.multiple colors.

G

F

E

B

C. COZY TOES CASHMERE BLEND SOCKS. Treat your 
feet to ultimate luxury and warmth with these heavenly 
wool and cashmere-blend socks. Made at Avoca Mills, 
Ireland’s oldest mill, founded in 1723. The ultra-soft and 
cushy socks feature contrasting trim on the opening and 
toe. 30% merino wool, 30% Tencel, 20% cashmere, 
20% polyamide. One size fits most.

#420018 Pink $44.95 #420019 Burgundy $44.95 
#420017 Navy $44.95

D. BON VOYAGE TRAVEL BAG. This compact bag is 
perfect for travel or anytime you need to carry just the 
necessities. Crafted from top-grain Italian leather, it 
features multiple compartments to help you stay 
organized and keep essentials at hand. An adjustable 
shoulder strap allows you to carry the bag cross-body  
or on your shoulder. Black (BL) or Cinnamon (CN).  

7"H x 6"W x 3"D; strap adjusts 19-24"L.

#420084 Bon Voyage Travel Bag $199.00

Oatmeal

A. ARAN PATCHWORK SWEATER. Just as cozy as can 
be, this Irish merino wool sweater is knit with a fabulous 
patchwork of classic Aran patterns. The stitches all have 
unique symbolism and are handed down from one 
generation of knitters to the next. A cozy cowl neck and 
boxy, relaxed fit make this a go-to sweater when the 
temperatures drop. Hand wash. Green (GR), Oatmeal (OM). 

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 26"L.

#418664 Aran Patchwork Sweater $175.00

B. EVERYDAY GEMSTONE STUD EARRINGS. Seven 
pairs of sterling silver earrings by Bhavya Jain feature 
different gemstones for every day of the week including 
green and black onyx, lapis lazuli, tiger’s eye, composite 
turquoise, garnet and cultured pearl. Made in India.  
Each approx. 0.3" diam.

#374751 Everyday Gemstone Stud Earrings $79.95

A

C

D

Laid-backLaid-back

boxy fitboxy fit

Compact design – perfect for essentialsCompact design – perfect for essentials

REVERSIBLE OMBRÉ ALPACA-BLEND RUANAS. 
The Peruvian ruana evolved as a warm and versatile 
wrap in the Andean highlands. Isidoro 
C’cahuantico weaves soft alpaca into a reversible 
cape dyed in tonal shades with an ombré effect. 
Made in Peru. 55% alpaca, 45% acrylic. Dry clean 
only. One size. 29.5"L from shoulder x 50"W.

E. #333937 Burgundy to Red $124.95 
F. #333933 Navy to Emerald $124.95  
G. #333936 Taupe to Cream $124.95

“I ordered this for a gift, then had to get one for myself. 
Now, my sister needs one!”   – Barbara
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F G H

A

A. KILKUL MERINO CARDIGAN. Part cardigan, part coat, this long open 
sweater is made in Ireland with 100% merino wool to keep you cozy at all 
times. It features a textured waffle knit with a shawl collar front opening. 
Pairs perfectly with jeans, dresses and skirts. 100% wool. Dry clean or hand 
wash. Claret (CL) or Navy (NV). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).  

Size L is 32.5"L.

#418788 KilKul Merino Cardigan $159.00

B. IRISH LINEN RUFFLE SHIRT. Nothing is more timeless than a pure white 
linen shirt. Ours is crafted in Ireland with decidedly feminine styling including 
a slightly rounded collar, mother of pearl buttons and a wide cuff with a hint 
of a ruffle trim. Thoughtful tailoring means the blouse can be worn alone, 
tucked in or out, or under your favorite blazer or cardigan. The breathable 
fabric makes this blouse a season-spanning classic. 100% linen. Machine 
wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 27.5"L.

#420086 Irish Linen Ruffle Shirt $169.00

C. TAXCO KNOTS JEWELRY SET. Crafted of sterling 
silver, high-polished figure-eight knots characterize this 
luxurious jewelry set from Mexico. Oscar Figueroa 
Escorcia works in his studio in Taxco to create this bar-
style knot pendant necklace with a cable chain and 
S-hook closure with matching drop earrings. Necklace 

adjusts 14.5-16.25"L; Earrings 0.5"L.

#341798 Taxco Knots Jewelry Set $74.95

B

C

D

E

Navy

D. CELTIC TWEED WATERFORD BLAZER. 
Crafted by bespoke master tailors in Dublin, 
Ireland, this women’s wool tweed blazer is a 
classic. The superlative fit and quality of 
construction make the jacket a timeless wardrobe 
staple. Outside, the fully-lined blue herringbone 
jacket features a chest pocket, two jetted hip 
pockets, 3 buttons and a single back vent. The 
inside is fully lined with world map printed satin 
for a luxurious feel and tailored fit. 70% wool / 
30% polyester. Dry clean only. 6 (S), 8 (M), 10 (L),  

12 (XL), 14 (XXL). Size 10 is 27" L.

#419119 Celtic Tweed Waterford Blazer $359.00

E. MARLAY LEATHER & CASHMERE GLOVES. 
Handcrafted in Dublin, these classic ladies’ dress 
gloves are made from soft, supple leather in a 
rich midnight blue. The slightly longer length 
offers coverage beyond the wrist, while the 
luxurious cashmere lining keeps your hands extra 
warm all winter long. Sizes 7, 7.5, 8.

#418897 Marlay Leather & Cashmere Gloves $179.00

PERUVIAN GOSSAMER SCARVES. These 
gorgeous gossamer open-weave 100% baby 
alpaca scarves come in rich colors of the season. 
Warm and luxurious worn alone, more so when 
layered. From the workshop of Peruvian textile 
artisan Alfredo Falcon. Hand wash. 59"L x 17.75"W.

F. #419714 Sapphire $39.95 
G. #306260 Teal $39.95 
H. #306259 Wine $39.95

Classic, Classic, 
elegant and elegant and 
impeccably impeccably 
tailored — tailored — 
our Irish our Irish 

tweed jackettweed jacket

Cozy waffle 
knit, long 
flattering 
fit

100% linen — effortless style100% linen — effortless style

Deep rich Deep rich 
heritage heritage 
colorscolors
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A

A. NORTH WINDS COWL NECK 
SWEATER. No matter which way the 
winds blow, our thick cable knit, cowl 
neck pullover sweater will keep you warm. 
Made in County Mayo, Ireland from ultra-
soft 100% merino wool. Dry clean. Natural 

(NR) shown, Berry (BR), Teal (TL). S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 25.5"L.

#384893 North Winds Cowl Neck Sweater 
$175.00

B. TARAI WOOL HAT & MITTENS. The 
Newar women of Nepal are known for 
their dedication to tradition and their 
crafts, as well as creating one of the most 
socially and politically advanced 
communities in the Himalayas. For the 
cozy and colorful hat and mitts, pure wool 
is spun into yarn and then dyed in large 
vats. Nepalese women get together in 
groups to knit and embroider the items by 
hand. Both are poly fleece lined. Hand 
wash cold. 
#419127 Hat $54.95 
#419128 Mittens $45.95

200 generations ago, the 
north winds blew off the 
Atlantic as the oldest 
known field system in 
the world was laid 

out. Today Mayo’s Céide 
Fields are on UNESCO’s 
list to gain World 
Heritage status.

TealBerry

DREAM GARDEN BABY ALPACA CARDIGAN. The fine 
alpaca fleece of the season’s first shearing, called baby 
alpaca, is what makes this thigh-length cardigan so 
irresistibly soft. Peru’s Ana Fernandez designed the swirling 
floral pattern, inspired by 19th-century baroque textiles. 
Features coconut shell buttons. 100% alpaca. Hand wash 
or dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).  

Size L is 35"L.

C. #358122 Maroon $169.00 
D. #389817 Blue $169.00

C D
100% 100% 

luxurious luxurious 
baby baby 

alpacaalpaca

E. HAND CARVED HUMMINGBIRD COUPLE. A pair of 
joyful hummingbirds dance and flutter as they find an 
inviting perch in this jempinis and benalu wood sculpture 
by Bali’s Yudi Suardi. Please expect variation in the size and 
shape of the natural wood base. 7.5"H x 6"W x 5.5"D.

#348698 Hand Carved Hummingbird Couple $59.95

E

URBAN MINIMALISM EARRINGS. With a gently curved shape and a 
brushed satin finish, these modern, minimalist earrings can make a 
statement on their own. Handcrafted of 18k gold plate and sterling silver 
by Desi Antari in Bali. Each 1.5"L.

F. #358925 Gold $37.95 
G. #247966 Sterling Silver $27.95 
H. #358926 Rose Gold $37.95

F

G H

Modern sophisticationModern sophisticationCAPTIVATING RUBY NECKLACE.
Symbolizing love, passion and  

success, the ruby on Bhavya Jain’s  
pendant necklace is considered the  

king of gemstones. The Indian  
jewelry artist uses sterling silver  

to handcraft her design, centering  
the pendant with a faceted, pear-

shaped ruby in a bezel setting.  
Necklace 18"L; Pendant 1"L x 0.5"W.

#416355 Captivating Ruby Necklace $44.95

B

Pear-shaped, richly faceted ruby gemstonePear-shaped, richly faceted ruby gemstone

Colorful, cozy, fleece-linedColorful, cozy, fleece-lined
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Plum

Cream

Teal

Long, flattering Long, flattering 
tunic style tunic style 
sweater in sweater in 
a range of a range of 
fashionable fashionable 
colors. colors. 

100% alpaca, 100% alpaca, 
lightweight  lightweight  
and warm.and warm.

Blue

Red
Green

Cinnamon Black

On location in 
Granada, Nicaragua

Multiple 
pockets keep 
your documents 
organized and 
accessible.

A

Extra-long, 
adjustable strap 
lets you wear 
the bag securely 
across your body. 

NATURAL MOONLIGHT GARNET JEWELRY. The 
crescent moon is serene in a beautiful necklace and 
earrings by Made Wardika. He works in sterling silver, 
carving the sleek bone by hand, and adds a marquise-
cut garnet to represent the approaching sunrise. Made 
in Indonesia. Lobster claw clasp. Necklace chain 20"L;  

Pendant 2"L; Earrings 1.75"L.

B. #342422 Natural Moonlight Pendant Necklace $59.95 
C. #300838 Natural Moonlight Earrings $54.95

B
C

E. BARONG GOOD LUCK & PROTECTION MASK.  
The unique art and culture of Bali is centered by mythological 
stories. The Barong dance recounts the struggle of good and evil. At 
the end, the Barong is triumphant and the safety of the village is 
guaranteed. Barong masks are hung in homes for protection and 
good luck. This incredible signed mask, by the family of master 
carver Nyoman Subata, is a highly collectible contemporary artisan 
creation from the island of the gods. 15.25"W x 10.25"H.

#384780 Traditional Barong Mask $299.00

A. LEATHER TRAVELER BAG. Made from soft, full-grain leather, our durable 
travel bag keeps your necessities safe and organized. Featuring zip closures, 
an exterior pocket for phone or glasses, a security pocket, and an adjustable 
cross-body strap. Folds flat for packing. Made in Bolivia. 11"W x 11"H x 2"D.  

Red (RD), Green (GR), Cinnamon (CN), Blue (BL), Black (BK) or Dark Brown (BR).

#301943 Leather Traveler Bag $228.00

D. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BOOK ‘OCEAN: A 
GLOBAL ODYSSEY’. Discover the world’s ocean – from 
tides and currents to the creatures living in it to the 
impact it has on our lives in this richly illustrated 
overview of the life force that defines and sustains our 
planet, written by world-renowned oceanographer 
Sylvia Earle. More than 100 maps and diagrams, 
including seafloor and political maps of all Earth’s seas 
and oceans. Hardcover, 512 pages, 9"H x 12"W.

#413248 ‘Ocean: A Global Odyssey’ Book $65.00

F. ROMAN GLASS EARRINGS. Recovered from archaeological 
dig sites that are up to 2,000 years old, the Roman glass in these 
petite drop earrings is formed into glittering tower-like shapes set 
into handmade sterling silver bezels. 1"L. Due to the age of the 

materials, please expect variations in color.

#348615 Roman Glass Earrings $59.95

D

E

F

“So gorgeous! The color is even more brilliant  
in person. Fabulous craftsmanship.”   – Alisa

ART KNIT ALPACA TUNIC. Fernando Cano 
orchestrates a spectrum of rich colors in a 
women’s long-sleeved art knit tunic-style 
pullover. Prized by the Inca, alpaca fleece is 
lightweight yet exceptionally warm. Made in 
Peru. 100% alpaca. Hand wash or dry clean.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28.5"L.

#282097 Navy $159.00 #180905 Plum $159.00 
#365034 Cream $159.00 #282096 Teal $159.00
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IRISH RAGLAN SWEATER. Pure, super soft merino 
wool and a cable knit adapted from traditional Aran 
Island patterns make a cozy, raglan-sleeve sweater 
that you’ll reach for all season. Crafted in Westport, 
County Mayo, Ireland, at the foot of the famous 
pilgrimage site Croagh Patrick. 100% merino wool. 
Hand wash or dry clean. Natural (NA), Rose (RS) or  

Grey (GR). Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),  

XL (16-18), XXL (20). Size L is 25"L.

#301920 Irish Raglan Sweater $165.00

Grey

Natural

Traditional Irish Traditional Irish 
sweater in super soft sweater in super soft 

100% merino wool100% merino wool

CELTIC CULTURED PEARL JEWELRY. Sterling silver and freshwater 
cultured pearls combine with a classic Celtic trinity knot. The knot 
can represent past, present and future, or the stages of a woman’s 
life according to Celtic lore: daughter, mother and grandmother. 
Handcrafted in Dublin.  
Earrings 0.5"L; Necklace 18"L; Pendant 5/8"L; Ring whole sizes 6-8.

F. #305818 Celtic Cultured Pearl Earrings $74.95 
G. #301759 Celtic Cultured Pearl Necklace $74.95 
#301766 Celtic Cultured Pearl Ring (online) $84.95

F

KAMALA CONVERTIBLE MITTENS AND EARFLAP HAT. 
Women in Kathmandu knit this colorful, woolen winter gear. 
The flap on the mittens can be secured with a button or folded 
over. The fleece-lined hat features hand-embroidered floral 
accents and cozy earflaps. Handmade in Nepal. 100% wool. 
Hand wash or dry clean. One size fits most.

H. #301782 Kamala Convertible Mittens $45.95 
I. #301781 Kamala Earflap Hat $54.95

H

I

G

HANDCRAFTED CHILEAN TURQUOISE JEWELRY. 
Meticulously handmade from start to finish, this 
ensemble places hand-cut turquoise from the Andes 
mountains in stunning sterling silver settings.  
Handmade in Chile. Necklace 18"L; Earrings 1"L.

B. #305832 Chilean Turquoise Necklace $259.00  
C. #305833 Chilean Turquoise Earrings $49.00

E. MEXICAN LEATHER HOBO BAG. This caramel-brown hobo bag wears its 
adventurous spirit with pride, as evidenced in the whiskered, buttery-soft 
leather that only gets richer with age. Made in Mexico by Ricardo Hinojosa, 
the bag features a central zip compartment and two with snap closures.  
19"H x 13.75"W x 5"D; 9.75" strap drop.

#195642 Mexican Leather Hobo Bag $199.00

Snap closure,Snap closure,

interior zip interior zip 
compartmentcompartment

E

D. ANTIQUE LOTUS BLOOM WALL DECOR. A radiant 
flower centers this relief panel by Ketut Sudantara. Hand-
carved from suar wood, its antique colors combine with 
shimmering golden accents. Made in Indonesia. 15.75" dia.

#392451 Antique Lotus Bloom Wall Decor $129.95

A. FLORAL EMBROIDERED KIMONO JACKET. From 
India comes this cotton velvet kimono-style jacket 
blooming with flowers and leaves. Colorful embroidery 
adorns the front and the back, while tonal vines, ready 
to burst forth, subtly decorate the wide sleeves. 
Matching tiny blooms line the front opening and cuffs. 
An eye-catching, conversation-starting piece to 
complement any style. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 41"L.

#401596 Cerulean $119.95 
#408477 Mulberry $119.95

A

B

D

C

Richly Richly 
embroidered embroidered 

cotton velvet cotton velvet 
washable washable 

long kimono long kimono 
jacketjacket

Mulberry

Matching bracelet  
page 46.
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BLACK FOREST MINI CUCKOO CLOCKS. These miniature chalet-
style cuckoo clocks are part of a tradition in Germany’s Black Forest 
region. Each features a cuckoo call plus 12 different songs. Each can 
be shut off. Made in Germany. Two AA batteries, not included.  

Each approx. 6"W x 6"H x 3.5"D. 

A. #301890 Black Forest Swing Mini Cuckoo Clock $89.95 
B. #301857 Polka Band Mini Cuckoo Clock $89.95 
C. #301856 Owl Mini Cuckoo Clock $89.95

D. TEKE-TSAYE AFRICAN MASK. Ghana’s Christopher Nyasafo 
crafts a bright and beautiful African mask from the Teke-Tsaye 
people of Gabon and the Democratic Republic of Congo. With its 
circular face and characteristic triangular nose, it represents masks 
used in rituals by the Kidumu men’s society. 16.75" diam.

#261604 Teke-Tsaye African Mask $139.95

H. HOWLING COYOTE ALEBRIJE. Oaxacan artists Jesus and 
Roxana Hernandez capture the classic silhouette of a coyote with 
its head bent back as it lets out a plaintive howl in this wonderful 
hand-decorated alebrije sculpture. Carved by hand from copal 
wood, the colorful figurine’s body, including its tail, is covered with 
geometric motifs. Small parts are separated for shipping to protect 
from breakage. 4"H x 5"L.

#324265 Howling Coyote Alebrije $59.95

A

C

B

F. HANDCRAFTED WOODEN PUZZLE COLLECTION. This set of 
wooden puzzles by Thailand’s Waraporn Khamsuk is crafted of 
raintree wood and rubberwood. Each 2" cube puzzle is made of 
several pieces that lock together to form a variety of shapes. 
Comes in a wooden storage box. Set of 12 Box: 10"L x 7.75"W.  

Set of 6 Box: 9.25"L x 7.5"W.

#292535 Set of 12 $64.95
#275106 Set of 6 $39.95

I. MAH-JONGG GUEST SOAPS – SET OF 12. The perfect gift for a 
mah-jongg enthusiast or anyone with a taste for the whimsical, our 
set of almond-scented guest soaps replicates 12 tiles from this classic 
Chinese game of skill and strategy. Each approx. 1.5"L x 1.25"W; 1 oz.

#301824 Mah-jongg Guest Soaps – Set of 12 $37.95

G. PRAISE AND GRATITUDE HAND SCULPTURE. With palm 
facing the heavens, a human hand expresses both praise and 
gratitude in this hand-carved suar wood sculpture by Wayan 
Rendah. Made in Indonesia. 11.75"L x 7.75"W.

#252499 Praise and Gratitude Hand Sculpture $89.95

G

I

By Balinese master carver 
Wayan Rendah

A UNIQUE GIFT IS UNFORGETTABLE GIVE A GIFT THEY WON’T FORGET 

E. INDONESIAN RAINBOW GLASS WIND CHIME. Balinese 
artisans near Singaraja collect fallen teak branches and wood from 
the local coffee plantations to fashion this delicate, colorful wind 
chime. Each piece will vary slightly. Coffee and teak wood, glass, 
and nylon string. 11"W x 16"L.

#305963 Indonesian Rainbow Glass Wind Chime $39.95

E F

D H

J. AZTEC ELEGANCE BRACELET. With hints of Aztec details,  
this fashion-forward bracelet is crafted by Guillermo Arregui, in 
Taxco, Mexico. The elegant sterling silver cuff is crowned with  
natural turquoise, the stone of wisdom, protection and hope.  
6.25"L (end to end).

#182126 Aztec Elegance Bracelet $169.00

J

Great family  Great family  
giftgift
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ANDEAN TRAVELER ALPACA SWEATER. 
Beige and browns, greys and blue mingle in 
this cozy men’s sweater by Fernando Cano. 
Knit of soft alpaca wool, used for centuries 
in the Andean Altiplano for its ability to 
deliver warmth without bulk. Features a 
quarter-zip neck that’s perfect for layering. 
Made in Peru. 100% superfine alpaca.  
Dry clean. Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48),  

XXL (50-52). Size L is 27"L.

#230163 Andean Traveler Alpaca Sweater $154.00

Redefine your Redefine your 
comfort zone comfort zone 

as you explore the lightweight as you explore the lightweight 
warmth of alpaca − a luxury warmth of alpaca − a luxury 
once reserved for Inca kingsonce reserved for Inca kings

Scan this code with your mobile 
device for quick access to our 

online catalog.

A. BALINESE WINGED DRAGON SCULPTURE. Dragons are a 
recurring theme in Balinese art, where tradition holds them to be 
divine guardians of the gods. Hand carved of gleaming suar wood, 
this winged dragon sculpture fiercely protects home and family. 
Handcrafted in the Bali workshop of Seji Taram, where she carries 
on the family’s creative legacy. 6"H x 5"W.

#131728 Balinese Winged Dragon Sculpture $79.95

  B. MEN’S STERLING AND LEATHER BRACELET.  
 Naga chain of sterling silver is alternated with 
braided leather, encircling the wrist in this Balinese bracelet. 
Designed for the modern man, the bracelet features a bold design 
by Cahya Krisna, who gives it a regal aesthetic. This accessory 
closes with a sterling box clasp. Small fits up to 7.5" wrist; Large fits wrist 

up to 8.25" wrist.

#300083 Black $129.95 
#300082 Brown $129.95

C. BHOMA TREASURE BOX. Gusti Ngurah Semarajaya hand crafts 
this storage box from local jempinis wood. On its surface, he paints 
the striking image of Bhoma, a fierce-looking deity known as lord 
of the forest and protector of small villages. The box opens to 
reveal five velvet lined compartments and a convenient mirror 
inside of the lid. Made in Indonesia. 11.75"L x 7.75"W x 3"H.

#277760 Bhoma Treasure Box $79.95

 D. BORUCA JAGUAR MASK. Colorful motifs 
adorn the face of a fierce jungle jaguar hand made in balsa wood 
by Marcos Rojas. In his home country of Costa Rica, the jaguar is 
considered a national symbol. Such masks are used by the Boruca 
people in their annual celebrations and dances that reenact scenes 
from their history. 6"L x 4.5"W.

#413833 Boruca Jaguar Mask $49.95

A B C DIncredible Incredible 
realistic realistic 
detaildetail

MEN’S MICROFIBER TRAVEL COAT. 
On assignment, National Geographic 
staff often travel between drastic 
climate extremes. When you’re 
facing similar conditions, take this 
microfiber coat. Zip in the down 
lining, and you’ve got a heavy-duty 
coat for cold weather. Take out the 
lining, and it becomes the perfect 
lightweight jacket. With a water-
repellent microfiber shell made for 
rugged adventuring; leather-reinforced 
buttonholes; removable dark brown 
leather collar; adjustable cuffs and 
waist; bellows, hand-warmer, and 
chest and map pockets, it’s the edge 
that explorers need when the weather 
gets wild. Generous fit. Imported. Dry 
clean. Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), 

XXL (50-52). Size L is 34"L.

#301941 Men’s Microfiber Travel Coat 
$299.00

RemovableRemovable
leather collarleather collar

Down lining zips intoDown lining zips into
water-repellent shellwater-repellent shell

Bellows pockets with Bellows pockets with 
hand-warmer openinghand-warmer opening

Mask maker Marcos Rojas preserves 
ancient Boruca culture through his 
creations.

Cahya Krisna learned silversmithing 
from his parents.
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Navy

A. ARAN SHAWL-COLLAR CARDIGAN. Since 
they first appeared in the 1930s, the textured 
wool sweaters of the Aran Islands have become 
a symbol of Irish heritage. 100% wool with 
brown resin buttons. Made in Ireland. Dry 
clean. Charcoal (CH) or Natural (NA). Men’s M (38-40),  

L (42 -44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28"L.

#306711 Aran Shawl-collar Cardigan $159.00

D. MEN’S PLUSH-LINED SWEATER JACKET. 
Simply a classic, our shawl collar zip 
cardigan suits men of all ages and all 
styles, from the city to the suburbs  
and beyond. The cotton-blend knit  
is super soft, with an inviting plush 
poly lining for warmth. Features  
two front slot pockets. Imported. 
Shell: 63% cotton, 30% polyester, 
7% yak fiber. Lining and  
insulation: 100% poly. Hand  
wash or dry clean. Natural (NA) or 

Navy (NV). Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44),  

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27"L.

#359802 Men’s Plush-Lined  
Sweater Jacket $219.00

D

F. SHUT-THE-BOX GAME. After their sails were still for the night, 
Norman mariners would get out their dice and play Shut-the-Box. The 
simple and addictive game made its way around the world via 
merchant ships, and it remains especially popular in the U.K. today. 
Easy to learn and hard to stop playing, this classic all-time-favorite 
game features an Old World-look wooden box with wooden dice and 
tiles. For any number of players. 8"W x 6"L x 3"H.

#306222 Shut the Box Game $35.95

F

B. HERRINGBONE DONEGAL CAP. 
Weather-resistant and extremely 
durable, Donegal wool tweed has  
long been one of the world’s highest-
quality fabrics and a symbol of the  
Irish county where it is made. Made  
in Ireland. 100% wool. Men’s S, M, L, XL.

#306447 Herringbone Donegal Cap $89.95

C. OGHAM ANAM CARA BAND. In Celtic tradition, it’s believed 
that when you connect with that special someone, your two souls 
begin to flow together. Should such a deep bond be formed, it’s 
said you’ve found your anam cara, or “soul mate.” The band on 
this rhodium-plated sterling silver ring has mo anam cara etched 
in the ancient Ogham Celtic alphabet. The men’s and women’s 
sized ring is crafted in Dublin, Ireland. Whole and half sizes 5-13.

#418889 Ogham Anam Cara Band $199.00

Hat Size Head 
Circumference*

S (6 7/8 - 7) 22 1/8 - 22 1/2"
M (7 1/8 - 7 1/4) 22 7/8 - 23 1/4"
L (7 3/8 - 7 1/2) 23 5/8 - 24"

XL (7 5/8 - 7 3/4) 24 3/8 - 24 3/4"
Measure largest part of head 
just above the brow

B

E. HERITAGE DONEGAL WOOL THROW. Woven by the 
oldest mill in Ireland, founded in 1723, this stunning tweed 
throw is a beautiful balance of luxury and heritage. The 
blanket is crafted from a soft blend of Donegal wool and 
mohair yarns in an uplifting palette of soft creamy beige and 
brilliant turquoise blue. Dry clean. 72"L x 56"W.

#420020 Heritage Donegal Wool Throw $249.00

EC

A

Natural

The original Aran The original Aran 
sweaters were hand knit sweaters were hand knit 
from rough wool. Motifs from rough wool. Motifs 
required an exact number required an exact number 
of stitches – the math, of stitches – the math, 
to say nothing of the to say nothing of the 
design and technical design and technical 

prowess, was substantial. prowess, was substantial. 
It was done from memory. It was done from memory. 
It wasn’t until the late It wasn’t until the late 
1940s that the first Aran 1940s that the first Aran 
pattern was published.pattern was published.

“Anam cara” encapsulates the  “Anam cara” encapsulates the  
Celtic concept of soul mate.Celtic concept of soul mate.

“My dad loved it. It kept him warm in church, and the fit was great… I couldn’t be happier.”  – Lynda
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E

A

B. DRAGON OUROBOROS NECKLACE. Interpreted as an 
eternal symbol of the cycle of life, death and rebirth, the 
ouroboros is depicted as a snake or dragon eating its tail. 
With interlocking scales, and Celtic runes around the inside, 
this sterling silver pendant necklace evokes ancient history. 
Spring ring clasp. Chain 20"L, Pendant 1.5"L x 1"W.

#367950 Dragon Ouroboros Necklace $54.95

A. MEN’S ALPACA VOYAGER SWEATER. Warm red and 
orange mingle with cool blue, grey and charcoal in this 
cozy men’s ribbed zip-neck sweater. Made in Peru by 
Fernando Cano. 100% alpaca. Dry clean. M (38-40), L (42-44), 

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27"L.

#232544 Men’s Alpaca Voyager Sweater $154.00

B

D. THINKING OF YOU WOOD SCULPTURE. This suar 
wood sculpture depicts a figure deep in thought, his 
abstracted body yielding to the brain’s superiority. A 
customer favorite from the NOVICA Classics Collection. 
Made in Indonesia. Suar wood. 11.75"H x 6"W x 2"D.

#129458 Thinking of You Wood Sculpture $59.95

C D

C. POSITIVE ENERGY GEMSTONE PYRAMID. Attract positivity and repel 
negativity with this sleek gemstone pyramid, handcrafted in Peru by Cesar 
Gonzalez. Features stripes of, from the top: chrysocolla, aragonite, calcite, 
jasper, serpentine, leopard chalcedony and onyx. Natural stones; please 
expect differences in color and variegation. 3" sq. x 3"H.

#169542 Positive Energy Gemstone Pyramid $34.95

Peruvian Peruvian 
gemstone gemstone 
sculpturesculpture

G. AWARD-WINNING ROAD TRIP GAME. Relive the fun and 
adventure of road trips with the family with this wacky word game 
packaged in a retro tin travel trailer. Take turns at challenges like 
“Name three animals that start with the letter ‘B’” or “Rattle off 
three towns that start with ‘P.’” As you complete each challenge, 
you’ll motor across the U.S.A., collecting Rest Stop cards along the 
way. Some are lucky breaks, and some are potholes! For 2-4 players.  
Ages 8 and up. Game board 20"W x 7"L.

#306225 Road Trip Game $29.95

H. PERUVIAN HAND-TOOLED LEATHER STOOL. Now in his 
80s, Peruvian master artisan Wilfredo Rios has no plan to retire. 
“My art is my life,” he says, and we’re proud to offer this 
example of his remarkable leatherwork. Made of mohena wood 
and richly hand-tooled leather, with a grape and bird motif and 
brass nailheads, its design is inspired by colonial era saddlework.  
15 .75"H x 16 .5"W x 15"D. 8.8 lbs.

#267896 Peruvian Hand-tooled Leather Stool $229.00 
I. #360122 Inca Empire Wool Rug (2' x 3') $119.95

H

I

G

Peru’s Fernando Cano specializes 
in classic and contemporary 
alpaca knit apparel.

LIVED-IN MENS SWEATER. These striking men’s 100% cotton 
sweaters feature stone washing and over-dyed hues giving them 
a soft hand and lived-in look. Casual and comfortable, sure to 
become your new favorite sweaters. Made in India. Machine 
wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27"L. 

E. #403221 Lived-in Zip-neck Pullover $69.95 
F. #401595 Lived-in Denim Crew Neck Sweater $69.95

Stonewashed softness, casual comfortStonewashed softness, casual comfort
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Navy Natural

A

B

E
F

C

D

G

ARAN ISLANDS SWEATER. This classic men’s wool sweater is 
just the thing for keeping warm when the cold winds blow. 
Complex traditional patterns lend a comfortable classic feel 
to this 100% wool pullover featuring a ribbed crew neck, 
cuffs and hem. Dry clean or hand wash. Natural (NA), Blue (BL), 

Charcoal (CH). M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27"L.

#401694 Aran Islands Sweater $89.95

Blue

Charcoal

B. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ‘ATLAS OF WORLD WAR II.’ Delve 
into the cartographic history of WWII: naval, land, and aerial 
attacks from the invasion of Poland to Pearl Harbor and the Battle 
of the Bulge. This definitive, lavishly illustrated book from National 
Geographic features an astonishing array of vintage and newly 
created maps, rare photographs, covert documents, and 
eyewitness accounts that illuminate the world’s greatest conflict. 
Imported. Hardcover, 256 pages, 10.25"W x 13.5"H.

#340961 ’Atlas Of World War II’ Book $45.00

C. SWISS ARMY CYBERTOOL. The world has changed since the 
first Swiss Army knife was produced in 1891, and today these 
indispensable gadgets include the devices that 21st-century 
electronics require. The Cybertool has 27 tools from the standard 
blades and can opener to a bit wrench and hex drives. See online 
for the complete list. Approx. 3.5"L. 3.4 oz.

#334090 Swiss Army Cybertool $129.95

A. WOOL WORLD WAR II MILITARY SWEATER. Part of standard-
issue military wear during World War II, sweaters like this 100% 
wool pullover were popular among servicemen for comfort, 
durability, and warmth. The shawl collar buttons up to cut the cold 
and cotton twill canvas patches reinforce the elbows. Imported. 
100% wool. Hand wash or dry clean. Olive (OL), Navy (NV), or Natural (NA). 

Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 29"L.

#304274 Wool World War II Military Sweater $164.00

D. WWII FLIERS DUCK. Hand painted in WWII bomber garb, this 
duck is ready to fly. Crafted of bamboo root and teak this lively 
sculpture makes a great gift for anyone interested in WWII. Made 
in Indonesia. 10.75"H.

#419060 WWII Fliers Duck $46.95

CARABINER CLIP WATCH WITH LED MICRO-LIGHT. Equipped 
with a powerful LED micro-light, our clever explorer’s watch 
has a built-in carabiner that clips onto belt loop or backpack. 
Luminescent hands and hour markers. Water-resistant to 100 feet. 
Batteries included. 3"L x 1.5"W. 3 oz.

E. #305913 Gunmetal $54.95 
F. #305914 Bronze $54.95

G. OUTBACK OILSKIN VEST. For the dry Australian outback and 
the extreme weather of New Zealand’s South Island, rugged work 
gear like this oilskin canvas vest is essential. Its wax-impregnated 
material resists rain, and seven outer pockets keep all of your 
essentials at hand. One inner pocket is perfect for wallet, passport, 
or phone. Snaps at the waistband and a zip closure with snap-over 
storm flap keeps the wind out. Flannel lined, nubuck leather-lined 
collar. Imported. 100% cotton. Spot clean only.  
Men’s M (40-42), L (44-46), XL (48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27"L.

#306439 Outback Oilskin Vest $199.00

“Got my boyfriend this sweater... It’s his favorite and he wears it all the time and gets so many compliments on it.”  – Molly
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B. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BOOK ‘100 HIKES OF 
A LIFETIME.’ This ultimate hiker’s bucket list treks 
through 100 energizing experiences for all levels. 
Filled with beautiful National Geographic 
photography, wisdom from expert hikers, as well as 
experiences along the way, there is a trail for 
everyone in these pages. Hardcover, 400 pages, 8.5" sq.

#403895 ’100 Hikes of a Lifetime’ Book $35.00

D. THE ANCESTRAL MALLARD. Mesmerizing attention to 
detail defines Balinese artisan Nengah Sudarsana’s sculpture of 
a female mallard duck. Hand-carved from albesia wood, the 
characteristic feather patterns are realistically hand-painted to 
capture the natural beauty of the mallard, the ancestor of all 
domestic ducks, the Muscovy excepted. 6"H x 11.75"W x 5"D.

#313307 The Ancestral Mallard $149.95

C. LA CROSSE WIRELESS COLOR WEATHER STATION. La Crosse 
Technology’s newest color forecast station features a large, easy-to-read 
display with temperature, humidity and forecast data. Monitor your indoor 
climate, as well as wireless outdoor environment with historical data, 
including HI/LO records for temperature and humidity. Displays the current 
barometric pressure and last 24-hour graph. Requires 5.0 volt power 
adapter (included) and 3 AA alkaline batteries for backup (not included). 
Sensor requires 2 AA alkaline batteries (not included). 6.5"H x 7"W.

#390336 La Crosse Wireless Color Weather Station $69.95

D

A. ALL-WEATHER TRAVEL BLANKET. Whether it’s a woodland picnic or a 
seaside siesta, this all-weather travel blanket will meet your needs. The oversized 
throw will keep you dry and comfortable, and it rolls up compactly so you can 
transport it with ease. 100% polyester. Imported. Machine wash. Blue plaid (BL) or 

Red plaid (RD). 70"L x 60"W.

#400856 All-weather Travel Blanket $64.95

Exquisitely Exquisitely 
handpainted, handpainted, 
realistic realistic 
detaildetail

A

DUBLIN BAY LAMBSWOOL SWEATER. This 
comfortable and versatile men’s sweater is knit in 
Ireland from pure lambswool yarns. Soft and warm, 
the sweater features a rib-knit trim at the hem and 
cuffs, and a quarter-zip neckline which folds over to 
reveal a contrasting color inside, matching the edge 
trim of the sleeve opening and hem. Dry clean or 
hand wash. M (38-40),L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  

Size L is 28.5"L.

#418792 Dublin Bay Lambswool Sweater $119.00

B

C

COASTAL ADVENTURE WAXED JACKET. Starting 
in the 15th century, north Scottish sailors used wax 
to protect the sails of their ships from salty waves 
using an assortment of oils and grease. Over time 
the waxed fabrics evolved into different uses. Thus 
was born the waxed cotton still used today in 
modern waterproof outerwear. This classic zip-front 
jacket features Scottish made waxed cotton from 
Halley Stevensons, based in Dundee since 1864. The 
waterproof jacket features a quilted lining, deep 
front bellow pockets, fleece-lined hand warmer 
pockets and contrasting corduroy detailing on the 
stand collar, elbow pads, pockets and covered zipper 
placket with a snap closure. Made to stand the test 
of time and keep you warm and dry no matter 
where you venture. Made in Ireland. Wipe with a 
damp cloth. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52),  

3XL (54-56). Size L is 28.5"L.

#419068 Coastal Adventure Waxed Jacket $399.00

Incredible  Incredible  
details designed  details designed  

with rugged  with rugged  
individualists individualists 

in mind.in mind.
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A. NARROW RIVER BRACELET. Sterling silver 
waves recall the energy of a flowing river. By 
Achara, the bracelet shows a shining ripple 
effect on a dark, oxidized cuff. Made in 
Thailand. 6"L (end to end).

#251694 Narrow River Bracelet $119.95

B. HORIZON HAMMERED NECKLACE. Step 
out in style with this stunning statement 
necklace by Thailand’s Pakaon Sojintarit. Three 
oval shaped bars of hand-hammered sterling 
silver hang horizontally from a sterling silver 
cable chain. The long chain and claspless design 
make this easy to wear and show off.  
Chain 30.5"L; Pendant 3"L x 2.75"W.

#394828 Horizon Hammered Necklace $79.95

C. BRAZILIAN AMETHYST BUTTERFLY 
SCULPTURE. Gemstone artisans of Joias do Rio, 
Brazil, craft this petite yet luminous butterfly of 
honey-hued calcite. It alights on a perch of 
Brazilian amethyst, and its brass body can be 
turned to face any direction. 3"H x 2.5"W x 2"D.

#306841 Amethyst Butterfly Sculpture $49.95

D. FILIGREE KITTEN EARRINGS. Cat lovers will 
delight in these expressive, sterling silver filigree 
earrings by Pichaya. Handcrafted in Thailand.  
Approx. 1.25"L.

#216816 Filigree Kitten Earrings $29.95 
#218120 Filigree Kitten Necklace (online) $49.95

ROMAN GLASS JEWELRY. Wear a piece of 
history with jewelry using ancient Roman glass. 
22k gold-plated sterling silver wires encircle 
each iridescent disk, perhaps once a jug or wine 
glass. Handcrafted in Israel. Necklace 17"L; Pendant 

1.25"L; Earrings 1.5"L; Bracelet 8"L.

E. #306161 Roman Glass Necklace $225.00 
F. #306160 Roman Glass Earrings $179.00 
#363461 Roman Glass Bracelet (online) $225.00

G. MARCASITE ELEPHANT NECKLACE. This 
sterling silver necklace by Thai artisan Narinee 
speaks to the bond between mother and child. 
With glittering marcasite decorating their bodies 
and garnets for eyes, this pair makes a touching 
gift, and the mother elephant’s upraised trunk is 
a sign of good luck. Handmade in Thailand. 
Necklace 18"L; Pendant 1.5"W.

#281535 Marcasite Elephant Necklace $79.95

H. TULIP TWEED COAT. This classic cut 100% 
wool herringbone tweed A-line coat flatters the 
figure with princess seams and a curved front 
button closure. The traditional three-quarter 
style is rich in detail – tulip cuffs that can be 
turned up, a notched collar and discreet front 
pockets, all complemented by deep blue 
moleskin trim. Fully lined, this tailored coat will 
get you through the winter in style. Imported. 
Dry clean only. 6 (S), 8 (M), 10 (L), 12 (XL), 14 (XXL),  

16 (XXXL). Size 10 is 37"L.

#419069 Tulip Tweed Coat $499.00

E F G

H

Midnight moleskin  Midnight moleskin  
trim on collar,  trim on collar,  
pocket and  pocket and  
cuffscuffs

Made in Thailand from marcasite  
and silver by Narinee
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BABY ALPACA BLEND COAT. Soft and structured, the open-front 
design of this tuxedo collar coat goes from the board room to an 
evening out with ease. Crafted from a blend of baby alpaca and 
wool with a satin lining. Made in Peru by Tomas Sota. 50% alpaca / 
50% wool. Rayon/poly lining. Dry clean only. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 35"L.

E. #293932 Black $349.00 
F. #293931 Caramel $349.00

G. GOLDEN HORIZON EARRINGS. Sterling silver drops peek over 
an 18k gold-plated horizon line in these simple, elegant, and 
extremely versatile two-tone earrings by Indonesia’s Komang 
Wijayana. 1.5"L.

#213023 Golden Horizon Earrings $49.95

H. ANTIQUE TREASURE BOX. Peruvian furniture maker Kelvin 
Maguiña crafts a wood and leather chest featuring hand-tooled 
designs. The birds, flowers and leaves are hand painted in vibrant 
colors and given an antique finish. Beneath the main compartment 
are three drawers, two for small items and one for larger treasures.  
11"W x 8"H x 6.25"D.

#276539 Antique Treasure Box $149.95

E
F

E

G

Every now  Every now  
and then  and then  
you find you find 

the perfect the perfect 
earring...earring...

H Hand-tooled 
leather

A. INDIAN-STYLE MEHNDI TRAVEL SHIRT. Intricate henna 
tattoos called mehndi are an integral part of many Indian 
weddings. These delicate patterns are the inspiration for our 
versatile travel shirt, created using a traditional wax-resist 
dye process for a crackle effect similar to batik. Imported. 
95% poly / 5% Spandex. Hand wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 

XL (16-18). Size L is 25.5"L.

#301842 Indian-Style Mehndi Travel Shirt $64.95

B. FLORAL HORIZON GOLDEN RING. In a combination of 
yellow, rose, and white 10k gold, this tricolor cocktail ring 
crafted by the Biason Family of Brazil features diamond cuts 
and sandblasted contrasts.  
Band detail 3/8"W x 3/4"L. Whole sizes 6-10.

#274988 Floral Horizon Golden Ring $219.00

A

D

B

C. EARTH SERPENT BRACELET. Anantaboga, the great 
earth serpent, inspires a bracelet of graceful curves by Putu 
Gede Darmawan. The realistic sterling silver snake wraps 
around the wrist and features a hidden hinge for easy wear. 
Its ever-watchful eyes are bathed in 18k gold. Made in 
Indonesia. 6.75"L (end to end) x 0.25"W.

#259044 Sterling Silver Serpent Bracelet $89.95

D. CHERRY BLOSSOM TEA CANISTER. A single cherry 
blossom, the beloved symbol of Asia, reaches across a 
ceramic tea canister. With a hand-finished texture similar to 
cast iron, each canister is decorated with a silky tassel 
attached to the air-tight lid. A sophisticated way to store 
loose leaf tea or coffee beans and makes an elegant addition 
to any kitchen or tea tray. Hand wash. Black (BL) or White (WH). 

6.5"H x 3" diam, 17 oz.

#402766 Cherry Blossom Tea Canister $28.95

Style to go
comfortable, 
packable and 

washable

C

“Shirt is very well made. The design is as  
awesome as depicted. Very pleased.”   – Suzanne
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BALINESE TWO-TONE NECKLACE AND HOOP 
EARRINGS. Classic Balinese jewelry techniques are on full 
display in this elegant two-tone necklace and earrings 
handcrafted in the village of Celuk. Curling wirework and 
small silver droplets called jawan are delicately placed by 
hand using tiny tweezers to create elegant and versatile 
jewelry you’ll turn to every day. 18k gold-plated bands 
complement the oxidized sterling silver. Lobster clasp.  

Necklace approx. 18"L; Earrings 1.25"L x 1"D.

D. #186457 Balinese Two-tone Naga Necklace $119.95
E. #209421 Balinese Two-tone Hoop Earrings $79.95

D

E

F. ARTFUL SHIMMER CARDIGAN. This head-turning cardigan will having 
everyone asking “where did you buy that?” Featuring an intricate jacquard 
inspired by Indian art and architecture, this lovely sweater by Deblina and 
Atul has front pockets and a separate tie belt. Hints of golden Lurex 
threads add shimmer throughout. 48% viscose, 37% polyester, 13% 
cotton, 2% Lurex. Hand wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). 

Size L is 30.5"L.

#390698 Artful Shimmer Cardigan $159.00

G. TIBETAN CHIME OF COMPASSION. Inscribed with one of the most 
significant mantras in Buddhism – Om mani padme hum – this chime is 
handcrafted by Tibetan refugees in northern India. The hand-tuned chime 
produces a clear tone. Brass stand with wooden base and striker.  
8.5"H x 5" diam.

#305998 Tibetan Chime of Compassion $64.95

F

G

Inspiring style  Inspiring style  
day or nightday or night

18K gold accents18K gold accents

A. KIKO REVERSIBLE ALPACA-BLEND CARDIGAN. 
In markets throughout the Peruvian Altiplano, one 
can find stalls full of fresh flowers. Some of the 
blooms, like the yellow kiko flower, are used to 
create natural dyes. Our reversible alpaca cardigan is 
decorated with trailing vines and hand-embroidered 
accents. Reverses to black with contrast piping. 
Made in Peru. 50% alpaca / 50% acrylic. Hand 
wash or dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), 

XXL (20-22). Size L is 24.5"L.

#362260 Kiko Reversible Alpaca-Blend  
Cardigan $175.00

C. CHOPSTICKS TRAVEL SHIRT. The broad 
cuffs and relaxed silhouette of this blouse are 
elements of Chinese fashion that date as far 
back as the Tang dynasty (a.d. 618–907).  
Three pairs of chopstick buttons replace the 
long sash that would have fastened a Tang- 
era ensemble. Imported. 58% rayon, 41% 
polyester, 1% Spandex. Machine wash 
delicate. Merlot (MR), Green (GR) or Blue (BL).  

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). Size L is 27.5"L.

#371586 Chopsticks Travel Shirt $79.95

CB

A

Year-round Year-round 
customer customer 
favoritefavorite

Green

Blue

By Nilda Callañaupa

B. MISTS OF CUSCO HANDBAG.  
Crafted entirely by hand by the artisans of  
the Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco, this Inca-
inspired 100% alpaca shoulder bag is functional work of 
art. The group raises alpacas for the fleece; then members 
shear, dye and spin the wool before weaving the textile 
on a traditional backstrap loom. Features a zipper closure 
and adjustable shoulder strap. Fully-lined with an interior 
zip pocket. 1.75"W x 7"H x 4"D; Strap adjusts 25-48"L.

#402925 Mists of Cusco Handbag $99.95
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A. ORURO CARNIVAL PIMA COTTON CARDIGAN. A 
highlight of Carnival in Oruro, Bolivia, is the Diablada, an 
elaborate choreographed dance that dates to pre-Columbian 
times. Masked revelers act out a story of good versus evil. Their 
costumes often include belts decorated with silver coins, a 
meaningful symbol in this 500-year-old mining city. These 
overlapping coins inspired the pattern on our soft cardigan. 
Button front. Made in Bolivia. 100% pima cotton. Machine 
wash cold or dry clean. Blue (BL). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), 

XXL (20). Size L is 24"L.

#301813 Oruro Carnival Pima Cotton Cardigan $189.00

B. SPARKLING DEW EARRINGS. Gentle gemstone teardrops 
sparkle within a frame of sterling silver jawan granulation, a 
traditional Balinese technique. Handcrafted in Indonesia by 
Komang Wijayana. 1.25"L.

#216197 Sparkling Dew Blue Topaz Earrings $54.95 
#273213 Sparkling Dew Amethyst Earrings $54.95

C. CONVERTIBLE ITALIAN LEATHER BACKPACK. For 
versatility while traveling, a convertible bag is a must. Ours is 
made by a studio near Pisa, using the same leather it supplies 
to luxury handbag designers. Wear it as a backpack for hands-
free sightseeing. Carry it as a handbag while dining out or in a 
museum where backpacks are off-limits. Black has gold tone 
hardware and Blue has silver hardware. Handmade in Italy. Blue 

(BL) or Black (BK). 10"H x 10.5"W x 2.75"D.

#301927 Convertible Italian Leather Backpack $159.00

D. ETERNAL EMBRACE INDONESIAN SCULPTURE. Balinese 
sculptor Wayan Rendah evokes the protective embrace of 
romantic love in a deceptively simple carving. Endlessly 
entwined, emerging from a single block of richly grained suar 
wood, the sculpture is a touching symbol of affection for any 
couple. 8"H x 6"W x 2"D.

#175970 Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture $44.95

B

D

Convertible 
backpack

Teal (TL)

Natural (NA)

On location  
in Ireland.

E. INDIAN BOTEH TRAVEL SHIRT. Intricate, stylized palm 
leaves unfurl across this silky-smooth, travel-friendly shirt. 
The pattern is called boteh in Farsi, but Westerners know it 
as paisley. In wrinkle-resistant 100% rayon with a range of 
vivid colors, this lightweight three-quarter sleeve shirt is a 
simple way to extend your travel wardrobe. Side vents at the 
hem. Made in India. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14),  

XL (16-18), XXL (20). Size L is 25.5"L.

#352236 Indian Boteh Travel Shirt $59.95

F. CLIFF WALK MERINO CARDIGAN. Double-breasted 
styling and a thick shawl collar make this Irish sweater the 
coziest thing imaginable. Aran knitting is known for its 
intricate stitches and symbolism, including this cable stitch, 
representing the fishing rope that was essential to livelihood 
on the Aran Islands. The super soft 100% merino wool 
sweater is crafted in County Mayo, Ireland. Hand wash.  
Slate Blue (SB) shown, Teal (TL), Natural (NA). Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 30"L.

#384896 Cliff Walk Merino Cardigan $189.00

G. SHIMMERING CHARMS BRACELET. Bursting with colorful 
gemstones, Neetu Barathi’s pretty charm bracelet sparkles and 
shines. Faceted drops of amethyst, blue topaz, carnelian, 
chalcedony, garnet, onyx, clear quartz, rose quartz and prehnite 
are suspended from an 18k gold-plated sterling silver chain. 
Lobster claw clasp. Made in India. Adjusts from 7-7.75"L.

#419578 Shimmering Charms Bracelet $79.95

H. PAISLEY DREAMS WOOL SHAWL. Shahid’s gorgeous midnight blue 
Indian shawl looks good on just about anybody. Woven from 100% wool 
with a jacquard technique, it features hand-stitched embroidery details in 
a variety of colors and textures, giving it a dimensional look and feel. 
Fringe finished ends. Dry clean. 72"L x 27"W.

#408243 Paisley Dreams Wool Shawl $49.95

F

Customer Customer 
FavoriteFavorite

E

G

H
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C. HANDCRAFTED CHILEAN TURQUOISE BRACELET. Meticulously 
handmade from start to finish, this bracelet places hand-cut turquoise 
from the Andes mountains in stunning sterling silver settings. 
Handmade in Chile. 7.5"L.

#301928 Chilean Turquoise Bracelet $149.00

D. WILD IGUANA ALEBRIJE. Zeny & Reyna, recognized folk art 
masters, create fantastical sculptures known as alebrijes in their 
Oaxaca workshop. Here, a single piece of copal wood is carved into a 
wild iguana, completed with a curled tail. Its bright, sunny colors are 
hand painted using the tip of a maguey leaf, bringing this vibrant 
animal to life. 11"L x 8.75"H.

#198961 Wild Iguana Alebrije $139.95

G. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ‘LOST CITIES, ANCIENT TOMBS’ 
BOOK. Blending high adventure with history, this chronicle of 100 
astonishing discoveries from the Dead Sea Scrolls to the fabulous 
“Lost City of the Monkey God” tells the story of human civilization 
through 100 key expeditions, spanning six continents and more than 
three million years of history. 512 pgs. 9.25"H x 6.5"W.

#421066 ‘Lost Cities, Ancient Tombs’ Book $35.00

H. URUBAMBA STRIPES TRAVEL BAG. This compact sling bag with 
multiple compartments is an ideal travel companion. Kathiana Quispe 
in Peru crafts it from black suede, accenting it with a handloomed 
alpaca-blend textile and leather trim. The fully lined bag has a long 
adjustable strap that can be worn over the shoulder or cross-body. 
10.25"H x 7"W, strap adjusts from 43-53"L.

#417025 Urubamba Stripes Travel Bag $54.95

C

E

G

H

A

E. AFRICAN ZEBRA MASK. Finding 
inspiration in the richness of African wildlife, 
Ghanaian artisan Victoria Agyepomaa crafts 
this majestic zebra mask of sese wood and 
embossed aluminum with a beautiful russet 
finish. 16.25"H x 7.75"W x 6.25"D.

#283707 African Zebra Mask $199.00

F. INSTANT FAVORITE CARDIGAN. This glorious long cardigan is designed by Peru’s 
Daphne Scapa, who works with organic Peruvian cotton and soft baby alpaca fibers. 
The generously-sized open sweater features a wide shawl collar, three-quarter length 
sleeves with wide cuffs and a matching tie belt, all knit in a classic seed stitch. The 
versatile and comfortable layering jacket will quickly become a familiar favorite in 
your closet. 85% organic cotton, 15% baby alpaca. Dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 40"L.

#419158 Camel $249.00 #393636 Navy $249.00 
#393637 Black $249.00 #393638 Blue Marl $249.00

Black

Navy

Blue Marl

F

B

See necklace on page 38.

Soft, cozy Soft, cozy 
and perfectly and perfectly 
packable.  packable.  
Day-to-night Day-to-night 
stylish comfort.stylish comfort.

MODERN GEOMETRY 
SWEATER. Bold geometric 
motifs make this classic sweater 
from Peru’s Fernando Cano a 
standout. The pullover is knit 
from soft, warm 100% alpaca 
yarns, while the contrasting 
motifs are knit with bouclé 
yarns, giving them dimensional 
texture. The sweater is finished 
with a ribbed collar, cuffs and 
hem. Dry clean or hand wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), 

XXL (20-22). Size L is 25.5"L.

A. #403985 Black/teal $139.95 
B. #403986 Cream/taupe $139.95

Matching necklace  
and earrings page 24.

By Zeny & Reyna, 
alebrije folk  
art masters
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Indonesian batik 
is a UNESCO designated 
intangible cultural 
heritage tradition.

HAND-PAINTED BATIK LOUNGEWEAR. Indonesia’s legendary 
batik textile traditions add elegance to soft, comfortable 
loungewear. The robe features dramatic kimono sleeves, side 
seam pockets and ties with a self-belt. The pajama set features 
a relaxed tee style, short sleeve top and elastic waist pants. 
100% rayon. Machine wash cold. Robe is 54" from shoulder to hem.  

One size fits most. Pajama set S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).

A. #176175 Hand-painted Batik Midnight Robe $99.95 
E. #401813 Batik Short Sleeve PJ Set $99.95 
#401814 Batik Long Sleeve Button-Front PJ Set (online) $109.95

A

Me time 
or anytime, 
you’ll rest 

assured 
in stylish 
comfort.

K. HAND CREAM GIFT SET. All natural and handmade, the 
vegan and cruelty-free products from the Handmade Soap 
Company use locally grown ingredients in County Meath, 
Ireland. This gift set of three wonderfully scented hand creams 
hydrates and nourishes hands, leaving them feeling silky soft. 
Great for stocking stuffers or to treat yourself. At 30ml each, 
they’re airport-friendly too. Set includes Lavender, Lemongrass 
and Grapefruit.
#421075 Hand Cream Gift Set $34.95

B. RELAXED CAT SCULPTURE. This little cat can 
sleep anywhere – a bookshelf, a table or a cabinet. 
Nengah Sudarsana carves the relaxed cat from suar 
wood, which displays a beautiful natural grain. His 
carving expertise is visible in the simple rendition of 
this sculpted feline. 6"W x 4.75"H.

#364787 Relaxed Cat Sculpture $49.95

B

D. GLEAMING LOTUS STEEL TEALIGHT HOLDER 
The petals of a handcrafted steel lotus reflect the 
glow of a petite tealight in this candleholder by  
Thai artisan Ning Charoensri. Tealight included.  
2"H x 5.25" diam.

#316638 Gleaming Lotus Steel Tealight Holder $32.95

BOUQUET VANITY ACCESSORIES. From the family workshop of Ivan 
Martinez in Dolores Hidalgo, Mexico, come these pretty ceramic vanity 
accessories. Each is hand painted and high-fired in the traditional 
methods of the region, famous for its Talavera-style ceramics. The 
colonial era-inspired motif with bold flowers was designed by Ivan, 
using an updated color palette to match today’s modern decor.
F. #414873 Toothbrush Cup $21.95 G. #414874 Cotton Bud Jar $19.95 
H. #414872 Tissue Box Cover $28.95  I. #391079 Soap Dish $19.95 
J. #413973 Soap Dispenser $23.95

F

H

J

IG

E

D
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C. TRUE MORINGA OIL. A multi-use skin care  
and body care product, Alive with moringa oil and 

lemongrass can be used in many 
ways – facial moisturizer, makeup  

remover, aftershave, hair 
conditioner and more. 
The prefect beauty item 
to keep on hand for 
everyday use. 1 fl. oz.

#400638 True Moringa 
Oil $26.00

K

“Nice weight and feels so good on the body. Highly 
recommend this robe as an all-year-round robe.”   – Debbie
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F. THAI VINEYARD EARRINGS. A cascade of tourmaline 
in shades of chardonnay, merlot and more showers a large 
cultured baroque pearl in these playful, dangly earrings by 
Thai artisan Saranarat. Features 24k gold-plated sterling 
silver earring wires. 2.5"L.

#241027 Thai Vineyard Earrings $119.95

H. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PHOTO ARK BOOK. Joel 
Sartore documents animals in captivity, especially 
endangered species around the world, creating studio 
portraits of 12,000 species. Foreword by Harrison Ford, 
texts by veteran wildlife writer Douglas Chadwick. With 
climate change affecting wildlife habitat, this book 
presents an urgent argument for saving the species of  
our planet. Hardcover, 400 pages, 10"L x 10"W.

#384903 National Geographic Photo Ark Book $35.00

G. CHÉVERE ART KNIT CARDI. This boho-inspired art knit 
cardigan will quickly become your throw-on-and-go 
favorite. The relaxed style and oversized fit in a luscious 
blend of baby alpaca – the fine fleece from the season’s 
first shearing – will keep you stylishly cozy. Pointelle 
openwork on the body and sleeve adds soft texture to a 
rich palette of honey brown, yellow, vivid orange, cool 
green and deep turquoise. 60% alpaca, 35% nylon, 5% 
merino wool. Dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),  

XXL (20-22). Size L is 30.5"L.

#402128 Chévere Art Knit Cardi $249.00

I. MOUNTAIN LLAMA LEATHER SLING. Embossed by hand on brown 
leather, Andean llamas adorn a russet and dark brown suede sling bag by 
Kathiana Quispe. A front zipper pocket holds small items. Single poly-lined 
inner compartment. Made in Peru. Bag 9.5"H x 7.75"W. Strap adjusts 47-55"L.

#379643 Mountain Llama Leather Sling $54.95

E. RECYCLED FELT MOCK SLIPPERS. These lightweight indoor/
outdoor slippers will quickly become your favorites. The uppers 
are crafted from recycled poly-blend felt, with a plush fleece 
lining. The soles are made from patented Everywear™ technology, 
a material that is virtually weightless, insanely comfortable, and 
durable so you can walk for hours while feeling minimal stress  
to your feet. Imported. Olive (OL) or Raisin (RN). Women’s whole sizes 6-11.

#421124 Recycled Felt Mock Slippers $78.00

EARTH & SKY ALPACA ACCESSORIES. Inspired by Cusco’s colonial 
architecture, Peruvian knitter Ana Fernandez creates winter 
accessories from 100% alpaca wool. The matching hat, scarf and 
fingerless mitts feature patterns in subtle shades of earth and sky. 
One size fits most.

B. #388803 Earth & Sky Hat $34.95  
C. #388802 Earth & Sky Scarf, 71"L $59.95 
D. #388804 Earth & Sky Mitts $34.95

B C

D

Forest

F

H

A

E

G

Indoor/outdoor 

insanely durable 

lightweight 
comfort

A. ANDEAN ALPINE CARDIGAN. From 
Fernando Cano in Peru comes this classic 
Nordic-style cardigan, inspired by the forests and 
villages that populate the Andean mountains. 
The 100% alpaca button-front sweater is sure 
to keep you comfortable, as well as warm,  
in any cold climate. Hand wash. S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 26"L.

#402146 Alpine Lake $149.95 
#402147 Forest $149.95

By Kathiana Quispe
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A. HERITAGE TWEED SWEATER. This 
rugged and durable men’s pullover sweater is 
knit from 100% pure wool in the United 
Kingdom. The sturdy pullover features raglan 
sleeves, a quarter-zip front, rib cuffs and hem 
and coordinating Isle of Harris tweed shoulder 
patches. Hand wash. Charcoal (CH) or Brown (BR). 

M (38-40),L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  

Size L is 32"L. 

#421089 Heritage Tweed Sweater $189.00

D. BOILED WOOL ALPACA TRAVEL VEST. 
Boiled wool has a long history in outerwear 
made for life in the European Alps. This 
charcoal travel vest translates that tradition to 
the South American Andes, using soft baby 
alpaca fiber for a lightweight, naturally water- 
and wind-resistant garment. Features two 
front slash pockets and a chest pocket. Made 
in Peru of 75% baby alpaca, 20% sheep’s 
wool, 5% pima cotton. Dry clean.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  

Size L is 27"L.

#362207 Boiled Wool Alpaca Travel Vest $219.00

A

D

B. TIBETAN MANTRA COPPER BRACELET. Saying or even reading the 
words Om mani padme hum is believed to invoke the Buddha of 
Compassion. Some Eastern medicine traditions use copper and brass 
to alleviate arthritis and increase circulation. These two beliefs 
intertwine in our hand-hammered cuff. The Tibetan script for Om mani 
padme hum is overlaid on the face. Handmade in Kathmandu, Nepal. 
Copper, brass, nickel alloy. 7"L. 
#301828 Tibetan Mantra Copper Bracelet $24.95

Woven tweed shoulder patchesWoven tweed shoulder patches

C. PERUVIAN LEATHER LASSO CATCHALL. Corral keys, 
wallets, and coins with this hand-tooled leather catchall. 
Designed by Johnny Jimenez, it features a lasso motif inspired 
by the cowboys, morochucos, who live and work in Peru’s 
Andean highlands. Leather with lacquer finish. Made in Peru. 
7.5" sq.

#213657 Peruvian Leather Lasso Catchall $39.95

E. ROWAN LAMBSWOOL SCARF. Luxuriously soft lambswool 
is woven on traditional looms to create this cozy, extra-long 
scarf. The tonal blues and browns in this scarf reflect the ever-
changing hues of the Irish coastline. Dry clean. 78"L x 9"W.

#419801 Rowan Lambswool Scarf $49.95

F. CROSSROADS CHESS & BACKGAMMON SET. Meticulously 
handcrafted by artisans in Lebanon, this inlaid wood game set 
provides hours of family fun. The board and pieces are crafted from 
walnut, apple, lemon and pine woods with accents of mother of 
pearl. The folding game board features a chess/checker board on one 
side and a backgammon board on the other side. Chess pieces and 
checkers included. Open 15.75"L x 15.75"W x 1.5"H; Pieces range from 1"-3"H.

#399063 Crossroads Chess & Backgammon Set $279.00

B C E F

DARE TO EXPLORE ADVENTURE AWAITS

“I purchased this vest for my  
husband for Christmas. It looks  

very handsome on! It is substantial  
and soft. He enjoys wearing it.” 

   – Maria
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LEATHER A-2 FLIGHT JACKET. This reproduction of the World War II A-2 flight jacket, originally issued in 1931 to Allied 
pilots, features a reproduction survival map of southern France on the lining. Pilot-approved customizations include a wind 
flap, zipper with storm flap, hidden snap-down collar points, and flap-top and side-entry pockets. Vintage-style French lamb 
leather. Generously sized. Imported. Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27.5"L.

#301741 Leather A-2 Flight Jacket $625.00

A. MEXICAN TRAIN DOMINOES. The object of this classic 
domino game is to play all of the dominoes in the hand, forming 
trains that branch out from a central hub. The set features a solid 
wood train station, die-cast metal trains, 91 double-12 dominoes, 
and a wooden box for storing the entire set. Detailed game rules 
are included. For 2-8 players, ages 8 and up. 12"W x 10"L.

#301788 Mexican Train Dominoes $69.95

GRECAS ALPACA SWEATER. Indigenous 
Bolivian craftsmen translate grecas – repeating 
geometric patterns – from the traditional 
garments of the Tarabuco region in this quarter-
zip pullover. The design is an interpretation of 
barroco mestizo, the blending of indigenous 
and Spanish architectural style. Handcrafted  
in Bolivia. 100% superfine alpaca. Hand 
wash or dry clean. Men’s M (38-40),  

L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  

Size L is 27.5"L.

#301756 Grecas Alpaca Sweater $229.00

COMPASS BRACELETS. Balinese artisan Henry Anthony Sanny 
combines braided leather with sterling silver medallions depicting 
different compasses in this stylish bracelet. One features the 
Icelandic symbol vegvísir and is believed to help one find their way 
through rough weather. The other is an homage to the classic 
mariner’s compass. 7.25" or 8.5"L.

C. #340546 Icelandic Compass Bracelet – Black $89.95 
D. #341067 True North Compass Bracelet – Brown $89.95

B. HIGHLAND TARTAN FLASK This stainless steel hip flask is 
ready for any event. The flask is covered with a tartan plaid fabric 
and finished with faux leather trim. A handcast Celtic design 
pewter plate decorates the front along with a stainless steel oval 
ready for engraving or personalization. Makes a great groom’s gift. 
Screw top opening. 4.5"H x 3.75"W, holds 7 oz.

#420112 Highland Tartan Flask $69.95

A B

C

D

E. CATTLEMEN RANGER HAT. Rugged good looks characterize 
this handsome men’s hat by Gabriela Veronica. The Mexican 
artisan crafts it from full-grain golden tan leather with a darker 
braided leather hatband. Inner hatband and ventilation holes in 
the crown. Measure largest part of head just above the brow. Inner circ. in 

inches: S 21.25", M 22", L 23", XL 24".

#387741 Cattlemen Ranger Hat $124.95

ESuitable Suitable 
for for 

engravingengraving
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AMERICAN BISON SOCKS. Softer than cashmere and warmer 
than wool, bison down is the key to making these socks warm 
enough for winter hiking but comfortable enough to wear to 
work. The American bison was hunted nearly to extinction  
in the 19th century. Today herds thrive in the Great Plains,  
where the fiber for our American Bison Socks is gathered.  
Made in U.S.A. 64% merino wool, 17% bison down,  
16% nylon, 2% polyester, 1% spandex. Machine  
wash. Red (RD), Brown (BR), Navy (NV) or Lime (LM). 

Small – Women’s 6-10 / Men’s 5-9 

Large – Women’s 10-13 / Men’s 9-13

#306444 American Bison Socks $46.95

A holiday A holiday 
favoritefavorite

A. AMERICAN RED CROSS FIELD RADIO & PHONE CHARGER. Stay 
informed in the field and up to date in an emergency with this AM/
FM/NOAA weather digital radio, which also doubles as a smartphone 
charger. The radio itself charges using solar power, built-in rechargeable 
battery (mini USB cable included), or hand-crank. Includes a bright LED 
flashlight and red flashing emergency beacon. 6"W x 7"H. 1 lb.

#327223 American Red Cross Field Radio & Phone Charger $69.95

A Solar-poweredSolar-powered

B. LOYAL DOG SCULPTURE. A doe-eyed dog sits patiently, 
gazing at the person he loves most. From Made Wirata, this 
suar wood sculpture is a best friend to your decor. Grain and 
color may vary. Hand carved in Indonesia. 6"H x 4.25"W.

#292083 Loyal Dog Sculpture $49.95

B

ANCIENT HISTORIES SWEATER. Inspired by 
the ancient symbolism in Peruvian textiles, 
knitter Violeta Pacheco designs these 100% 
alpaca men’s classic crew neck sweaters. Tonal 
and contrasting colors bring out the minimalist 
geometric shapes, giving each one a modern 
look. Hand wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48),  

XXL (50-52). Size L is 28"L.

#407419 Forest $129.95 
#418804 Teal $129.95 
#418805 Ivory $129.95

The perfect 
gift for 
dog lovers

Lime

Ivory

Teal

Ivory

OLYMPIC CLASS WOOL SWEATER. Recreating  
a style worn by British seaman on White Star  
Line Olympic class ships – including the Olympic, 
Titanic and Britannic – this heavyweight, 100% 
English wool sweater features a ribbed neck,  
hem and cuff which can be turned up. A small 
red ensign patch on the left sleeve is a salute to 
the merchant navy which inspired the creation. 
Hand wash. Navy (NV) or Ivory (IV). M (38-40), L (42-44), 

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28"L.

#418668 Olympic Class Wool Sweater $189.00
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B. SMITHFIELD LEATHER GLOVES. Supple, soft leather in rich tobacco 
brown becomes a truly elegant pair of men’s gloves. Handcrafted in a third-
generation workshop in Dublin, the pair is lined in cashmere for extra warmth 
and luxurious comfort. 8.5, 9.5, 10.5.

#418896 Smithfield Leather Gloves $179.00

A. GLENMORE IRISH LINEN SHIRT. From a third-generation family-run linen 
workshop in Kilkenny, Ireland comes this classic men’s shirt. The crisp charcoal 
linen shirt features long sleeves with wide cuffs, a mandarin collar and a slight 
shirtail hem. The impeccable tailoring means you can wear the shirt alone, 
tucked in or out or under a sportcoat for a modern look. Machine wash.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48). Size L is 28.5"L. 

#420085 Glenmore Irish Linen Shirt $149.95

CELTIC TWEED JOYCE BLAZER. Made in 
Dublin, this handsome men’s blazer is 
crafted by bespoke master tailors – and it 
shows. The superlative fit and quality of 
construction make it a timeless wardrobe 
staple. Inspired by the famous Irish poet 
and writer James Joyce, its classic and 
pared-back simplicity is elegant and sharp. 
Outside, the double button jacket features 
a welted chest pocket, two hip pockets, a 
ticket pocket, double vents and brown 
suede elbow patches. Inside, the jacket 
features a contrast satin lining printed  
with the world map, two large inside  
chest pockets plus a handy pen pocket. 
70% wool / 30% polyester. Dry clean only.  
42R, 44R, 46R, 48R, 50R.

#419118 Celtic Tweed Joyce Blazer $399.00

BRITISH ISLES WALKING 
SWEATER. This classic sweater is 
inspired by a late-19th-century 
style worn by English Rangers, who 
patrolled the royal forests and deer 
parks against poachers. The U.S. 
National Park Service ranger corps 
was founded in the same tradition. 
Made using naturally water-resistant 
Welsh wool. Calfskin patches reinforce 
the elbows and shoulders. Made in 
England. 100% wool with calfskin. Hand 
wash. Natural (NA), Brown (BR), or Green (GR). 

Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  

Size L is 27"L.

#301844 British Isles Walking Sweater $159.00

We found this park-ranger sweater in England We found this park-ranger sweater in England 
and knew that its rugged features, like and knew that its rugged features, like 
water-resistant Welsh wool and calfskin water-resistant Welsh wool and calfskin 

patches at wear points, would suit patches at wear points, would suit 
outdoorsmen the world over.outdoorsmen the world over.

E

A B

Hand- Hand- 
stitched stitched 
leather, leather, 

cashmere linedcashmere lined
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A
A. GRECAS ALPACA SWEATER. Indigenous Bolivian 
craftsmen translate grecas – repeating geometric 
patterns – from the traditional garments of the 

Tarabuco region in this three-quarter zip 
pullover. The design is an interpretation of 

barroco mestizo, the blending of 
indigenous and Spanish architectural 
style. Handcrafted in Bolivia. 100% 
superfine alpaca. Hand wash or dry 
clean. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  

Size L is 27.5"L.

#362330 Grecas Alpaca Sweater $229.00

D. TREVISO HEATHERED WOOL MIX 
VEST. This three-season vest is a 
versatile travel option, providing 

warmth without bulk in a stylish look 
for work or play. Features a vertical-
zip chest pocket for phone or cards. 
Fully lined. Made in Treviso, Italy. 
40% wool, 40% cotton, 20% 
polyester with 100% polyester 
lining. Hand wash cold. Brown (BR),  

Blue (BL). Men’s M (38-40), L (42-44),  

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28"L.

#334349 Treviso Heathered Wool  
Mix Vest $129.95

From Fall through From Fall through 
Spring, the perfect Spring, the perfect 
all-around vestall-around vest

D

B. TIMELESS LEATHER BELT. This timeless men’s belt from 
India is crafted by local artisans in the workshop of Anoop 
Rana. A simple stitched pattern decorates the length, fastened 
by an antiqued brass buckle. Adjustable fit S (32-36"), M (34-38"),  

L (36-40"), XL (39-43"), XXL (42-47").

#401420 Ink $42.95 
#360902 Spice $42.95

C. WATERPROOF WOOL BASEBALL HAT. Spalding included the cap 
in his baseball guide and from there it ran from the outfield to the 
main street. Our plaid cap combines the insulation of wool with the 
water-resistance of GoreTex®, and hidden ear flaps untuck for wind 
protection. Find your size by measuring the largest part of the head just 
above the brow. Wool/Poly blend. Hand wash or dry clean. Made in 
Bulgaria.
#359798 Gore-Tex Waterproof Wool Baseball Hat $99.95

E. WALLET WITH MULTITOOL. Go wallet-free with this 
ingenious all-in-one tool. Made of durable leather, it has four 
slots for cards or cash as well as a money clip that doubles as 
a bottle opener. RFID blocking for added security. A stainless 
steel, credit card-sized multitool slips into its own slot and 
includes a knife blade, ruler, can opener, screwdriver, butterfly 
wrench, saw blade, file and key ring hole. 4"L x 3"W.

#340074 All-in-one Travel Wallet $54.95

B C E F

Hat Size Head 
Circumference*

M (7 - 7 1/8) 22 - 22 3/8"
L (7 1/4 - 7 3/8) 22 3/4 - 23 1/4"

XL (7 1/2 - 7 5/8) 23 1/2 - 24"
Measure largest part of head 
just above the brow

F. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ‘50 STATES, 5000 IDEAS’. This richly 
illustrated book from the travel experts at National Geographic 
showcases the best travel experiences in every state. Each entry 
provides detailed travel information as well as fascinating facts that will 
help fuel your wanderlust and ensure the best vacation possible. The 
book also includes a section on the Canadian provinces and territories. 
Paperback, 288 pages, 9.25"L x 7"W.

#396464 National Geographic ‘50 States, 5000 Ideas’ $24.95
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A

B. ULTIMATE TRAVEL FOLIO. The ultimate organizer, this compact, 
elegant travel folio makes every trip a breeze. In navy blue leather, the full 
zip-around case features pockets for bank cards, cell phone, journals and 
passport. Snap tabs hold cables or eyeglasses. An open sleeve is perfect 
for a tablet and a zipper pocket gives additional storage space for travel 
papers or boarding passes. Outer zip pocket for essentials. 11"H x 8.5"W.

#402630 Ultimate Travel Folio $79.95

D. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BOOK ‘100 DRIVES, 5000 IDEAS’. Pack 
your car and hit the road to experience 100 drives – both classic and off 
the beaten track – across the United States and Canada. Journey through 
all 50 states and 10 Canadian provinces with thousands of sites and 
roadside attractions along the way. Hardcover, 300 pages, 7"W x 9"H.

403894 ‘100 Drives, 5000 Ideas’ Book $24.99

B

Denim

Slate

F

Easy Style 
Soft cotton/linen comfort

G. CRIBBAGE PUB GAME. The only card game that can be 
legally played for money in English pubs, cribbage evolved 
from a shipboard game called noddy, one of the few games 
played on the rolling seas. Mahogany-stained case includes 
cards, pegs, and rule book. For any number of players, ages 
8 and up. Imported. 5.5"L x 2"H x 3.25"W closed.

#306697 Cribbage Pub Game $24.95

G

E

F. CASUAL FLAIR MEN’S SHIRT. Perfect for those days when your only 
calendar entry is out-of-office and your activities are planned around 
whatever happens. Our long sleeve, button-front, single pocket shirt 
with a long-loved, comfortable feel is made from a breathable 85% 
cotton / 15% linen blend. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48),  

XXL (50-52). Size L is 31.5"L.

#374568 Khaki $79.95 #374566 Denim $79.95 
#374567 Slate $79.95

C

D

A. QUINOA LEAF SWEATER. Maria Cutipa takes her 
inspiration for this men’s 100% alpaca sweater from Peru’s 
Sacred Valley, one of the most abundant agricultural areas 
of the world and the spiritual base of the Incan empire. 
The waters of the Urubamba River and the many crops that 
grow in the valley such as potatoes, quinoa, corn and coca 
are all represented by the tonal colors and shapes featured 
in this soft and cozy sweater. Dry clean. M (38-40),L (42-44),  

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 29"L.

#409672 Quinoa Leaf Sweater $189.00

E. TAILORED CLASSIC COAT. Ideal for winter days, this 
long men’s coat comes to life in a soft blend of merino wool 
and baby alpaca, the soft fleece from the season’s first shear. 
This makes it both warm and versatile. Peru’s Tomas Sota 
designs the classic coat with a notched collar, wide lapels 
and side seam pockets. Fully lined. 50% alpaca / 50% 
merino wool. Dry clean only. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48),  

XXL (50-52). Size L is 49"L.

#402141 Tailored Men’s Coat, Charcoal $499.00 
#402140 Tailored Men’s Coat, Navy (online) $499.00

C. DISTINCTIVE STYLE MEN’S BRACELET. Two distinct 
styles come together seamlessly in this men’s wristband 
bracelet. Sturdy links form the chain with a box clasp and 
safety catch. The centerpiece, a rope and basket style flat 
chain, makes a subtle statement. Made in Indonesia.  
.925 Sterling Silver. 8.5"L.

#300471 Distinctive Style Men’s Bracelet $195.00
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CLASSIC BLUE RIM GLASSWARE. Bordered in brilliant cobalt 
blue and individually hand blown using recycled glass, this classic 
Mexican glassware brings a decidedly festive vibe to any table. 
Expertly crafted, each piece boasts a satisfying weight and 
thickness as well as slight variations in size and color with tiny air 
bubbles that are testaments to their handmade nature. All 
glasses are sets of 6 unless noted.
A. #140496 Margarita Glasses (set of 4) 8 oz. $69.95 
B. #72189 Wine Glasses 10 oz. $69.95 
C. #11427 Beer Glasses 8 oz. $64.95 
D. #14337 Tequila Glasses 2 oz. $44.95 
E. #161655 Pitcher 82 oz. $49.95 
F. #67166 4.25" Juice Glasses 8 oz. $49.95 
G. #11461 5" Drinking Glasses 14 oz. $59.95

L. COLONIAL CUTLERY HOLDER. Keep your flatware and table 
utensils neatly stored, organized and within easy reach. Crafted 
by Ivan Martinez in his family-run ceramic studio in Guanajuato, 
Mexico, this hand-painted three-section holder separates knives, 
forks and spoons. 9.5"H x 7.75"W x 6.25"D.

#413970 Colonial Cutlery Holder $57.95

COZY COMBINATION THROW. Peruvian weaver Jorge Priori 
designs these cozy throws from soft alpaca blended fibers in tonal 
yarns to create a hypnotic play on color and texture. Fringed finished 
ends. 60% acrylic, 30% alpaca, 10% wool. Dry clean or hand wash. 
64"L x 51"W.
M. #368954 Slate $69.95 N. #368955 Marigold $69.95 
O. #368956 Flame $69.95 P. #368957 Pebble $69.95

Q. FOREST COLORS DISHTOWELS. Woven by hand, this set of 
two white cotton dish towels features bands of cool forest colors. 
Their generous size and soft textures make them a must in the 
kitchen. Eladio Chiroy works on a traditional loom, adorning one 
with piney evergreen and the other in cheerful grass greens. The 
natural colors are derived from seeds, herbs, tree bark and woods. 
Machine wash. 30"L x 23.5"W.

#412877 Forest Colors Dishtowels $24.95

R. HOMESTEAD CERAMIC KNOBS. Perfect for livening up your 
home, this set of six ceramic flower-shaped knobs is hand-painted  
in colorful patterns. The set features one of each design with brass 
details and nickel-plated iron fixtures. Made in India.  
Each approx. 1" diam. & screw length.

#366410 Homestead Ceramic Knobs $29.95

M

N

O

P

L

RQ

CONFETTI RECYCLED GLASSWARE. Set a festive table with 
glassware from the renowned Mexican studio of Javier and 
Efren. Hand blown using recycled glass, each piece boasts a 
satisfying weight and thickness as well as tiny air bubbles that 
are testaments to their handmade nature.
H. #252662 10 oz. Juice Glasses (set of 6) $64.95 
I. #157062 14 oz. Tumblers (set of 6) $74.95 
J. #259649 9.75" Serving Bowl $59.95 
K. #157060 71 oz. Pitcher $49.95 
#33658 Champagne Flutes (online) $99.95 
#251970 Margarita Glasses (online) $89.95

H

I
J

K

Enjoy exploring the works of thousands  
of the world’s most talented artisans on  
our website.2,500 master 

artisans
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EXQUISITELY CRAFTED CLOTHING UP TO 50% SALE

D. DOORS OF DUBLIN COLORBLOCK SCARF. Inspired by the 
vibrant brightly-colored doors that grace the squares of Georgian 
Dublin. 100% Irish wool scarf. Hand wash. 91"L.

#402563 Doors of Dublin Colorblock Scarf $129.95 SALE $69.99

Kaleidoscopic 
patterns 

resonate across 
our super soft 
cotton-blend 

ruana.

Shimmering Shimmering 
bugle-bead bugle-bead 
accents on accents on 
the front the front 
and backand back

100% Alpaca 100% Alpaca 
Sweater  Sweater  
JacketJacket

B. AUTUMN WAVES SCARF. Intricate wave patterns 
decorate the length of this wrap scarf from India, 
woven from 100% wool by local artisans. Fringe work 
accents the ends. Dry clean. 72"L.

#375620 Autumn Waves Scarf $49.95 SALE $32.99

C. CONNEMARA COMFORT MERINO WOOL 
CARDIGAN. Cozy cable stitching and front pockets 
will make this cardigan a staple in your closet for years 
to come. The sweater is knit from 100% ultra-soft 
merino wool. Crafted in County Mayo, Ireland. Hand 
wash. Oatmeal (OT) shown: L (12-14), XXL (20-22). Teal (TL)  

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). Natural (NA): M (8-10),  

L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 25"L.

#384897 Connemara Wool Cardigan $165.00 SALE $119.99

E. ALPINE SOJOURN VEST. Reach for this 
comfortable vest on those between-season days, when 
the breeze turns cool or the sun ducks behind the 
clouds. The soft, brushed wool-blend vest features a 
zipper front and side seam welt pockets. 70% wool, 
30% polyester. Machine wash. Blue (BL): S (4-6), M (8-10),  

L (12-14). Green (GR): S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),  

XXL (20-22). Size L is 26.5"L.

#402565 Alpine Sojourn Wool Vest $129.95 SALE $89.99

F. MOONLIT SHIMMER BLOUSE. This stunning 
asymmetrical blouse features shimmering glass bugle 
beads that form a leafy pattern echoed in the shape  
of the hemline and the cuffs. The sheer black crepe 
georgette bodice is lined, leaving the sleeves sheer. 
Hand wash cold. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18),  

XXL (20-22). Size L is 23.5"L.

#383974 Moonlit Shimmer Blouse $59.95 SALE $39.99

G. AYMARA BAROQUE CARDIGAN. This fabulous 
long cardigan from Bolivia showcases colorful baroque-
inspired jacquard down the open front and cuffs. The 
heavy knit layering jacket is perfect as cozy outwear 
for chilly days or a fashionable indoor cardigan. 100% 
alpaca. Hand wash or dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 

XXL (20-22). Size L is 36"L.

#402729 Aymara Baroque Cardigan $299.00 SALE $209.99

B D

F

E

G

Teal

Natural

A

C

A. EFFORTLESS STYLE RUANA. Inspired by the beauty of Persian 
architecture, India’s Deblina and Atul craft this dazzling ruana  
in a kaleidoscope of colors and motifs, perfect for achieving an effortlessly 
stylish look on chilly days. 48% viscose, 38% polyester, 14% cotton. 
Hand wash. 38"L from shoulder.

#390700 Effortless Style Ruana $229.00 SALE $159.99
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UP TO 50%OFF COZY COMFORTABLE STYLE

E. GUNNISON SHERPA JACKET. Keep the cold out and heat in 
with this insulating zip-front sherpa jacket. Mimicking the texture 
of sheep wool and thus named after the wool-lined clothing 
worn by the Sherpa people of Nepal, this casual coat is perfect 
for mid-season or an extra layer during frigid temperatures. 
Contrast red plaid lining with a full zip up collar and 2 front  
welt pockets. 100% polyester. Dry clean. Imported. M (38-40),  

L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28.5"L.

#400857 Gunnison Sherpa Jacket $89.95 SALE $59.99

F. BREMORE MERINO WOOL SWEATER. This 100% merino 
wool crew neck adds contemporary flair to a classic Irish 
fisherman sweater. With horizontal bands in a variety of stitches, 
the Bremore sweater is medium weight with hand-finished 
seams, and a softer feel for everyday wear. Hand wash.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27.5"L.

#360912 Bremore Merino Wool Sweater $199.00 SALE $119.99

H. WARM WAVES SCARF. Intricate wave   
patterns are knit into the design of this 
warm winter accessory from Fernando 
Cano. On close inspection, shades of 
charcoal, blue and brown become 
visible. 100% alpaca. Hand  
wash. 63"L x 12"W. 
#368344 Warm Waves Scarf 
$79.95 SALE $59.99

A

D. TELLURIDE RANCH JACKET. Soft, 7-wale cotton corduroy 
in rich tobacco brown makes this men’s rancher jacket a classic. 
Zip-front, faux sherpa collar and wool-blend inner pile will keep 
you toasty on the harshest days. Four patch pockets plus 
handwarmer pockets. Polyester lined. Dry clean. M (38-40),  

L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 29.5"L.

#401374 Telluride Ranch Jacket $260.00 SALE $189.99

C

CPO SHIRT JACKET. Designed by the US Navy in the 1930s, 
this is the classic Chief Petty Officers’ shirt. Meant for cold-
weather work, it soon became popular on shore leave as well. 
Our wool-poly blend is perfect as a shirt-jacket for brisk days or 
as an insulating layer under a winter coat. Two front patch 
pockets and front placket all feature anchor buttons that nod 
to the shirt’s naval origins. Imported. 50% wool, 50% polyester. 
Dry clean only. Green (GN), Charcoal (CH) or Teal (TL). M (38-40), L (42-44), 

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 30"L.

A. #401375 CPO Olive Plaid Shirt Jacket $119.95 SALE $89.99
B. #332460 CPO Shirt Jacket $119.95 SALE $89.99

C. THE RIGHT CHOICE IRISH LAMBSWOOL SCARF. Face it - men 
don’t have as many style choices as women. All the more reason to 
make the right ones. Our extra long 100% lambswool scarf can be 
worn inside or outside a jacket, looped once or twice around the neck 
and there you have it. Soft, comfortable and ever-stylish. Dry clean 
only. 80"L x 9.75"W.

#362596 The Right Choice Irish Lambswool Scarf $49.95 SALE $39.99

G. FURROWED ROWS AYMARA SWEATER. Long before the Inca, 
the Aymara developed complex textiles. Knit by Bolivian artisans, the 
rich contrasting rows of intricate stitches reflect the muted palette of 
the autumn altiplano. 100% alpaca crew neck men’s sweater. Hand 
wash or dry clean. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27.5"L.

#402730 Furrowed Rows Aymara Sweater $225.00 SALE $159.99
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CATALOG CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

Delivery & Shipping 
Delivery time for the Continental US is 2-3 weeks. Delivery 
time for Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands is 
2-4 weeks. Please allow up to 6 weeks for delivery to APO/FPO 
addresses. For expedited shipping options, please visit www.
novicacatalog.com or call 1-800-347-3147. Items ordered 
together may not necessarily be shipped together. Please 
calculate charges separately for each shipping address.

Satisfaction Guarantee 
Your satisfaction is fully guaranteed! If any product fails to 
meet your expectations for any reason, contact customer 
service at 1-800-347-3147 or catalog@novica.com.

Returns 
Everything sold by NOVICA is guaranteed for complete 
satisfaction. Should a product not meet your expectations, you 
may return it to us for a refund or replacement within 60 days 
of delivery. For more information, or if you received an incorrect 
or damaged product, please contact us at catalog@novica.
com or 1-800-347-3147. If you are returning an item received 
as a gift, you may exchange it for merchandise credit of equal 
value. Note that personalized items cannot be returned unless 
damaged or defective. Please check your order carefully; once 
placed, orders for personalized items cannot be canceled.

Explore other cultures and traditions like never before as you open a gift-wrapped 
box filled with your curated selection of products from the world’s finest artisans. 
Every three months your UNDISCOVERED Box will showcase a different NOVICA 
region. You can customize your box from a curated selection of artisan products or 
you can let us just surprise you. This is the ultimate artisan box – it always includes 
a minimum of FIVE products valued at over $150 for only $59.99.

Novica’s new seasonal subscription box
ships quarterly | cancel anytime

your subscription box with five items  
is only $59.99

Visit  undiscovered.novica.com  to subscribe today. 

Use Gift Code UNBOX for $15 off  

your first UNDISCOVERED Box.

Due to the handcrafted 
nature of these products, 
subscriptions are limited.

Your box MAY include treasures like these
CUSTOMIZE ONLINE OR LET US SURPRISE YOU

THE 
ULTIMATE 

GIFT 
OF THE 

SEASON

Enter your inform
ation in the spaces below
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card (AM
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SHIPPING AND 
HANDLING CHARGESSALES TAX BY STATE

M
erchandise total  

Continental 
AK, HI, PR, VI 

 
 

U.S. Surface 
APO/FPO

Up to $30.00 
 

$4.95 
$11.95

$30.01 to $50.00 
$6.95 

$13.95

$50.01 to $75.00 
$8.95 

$15.95

$75.01 and up 
 

FREE 
FREE

Calculate sales tax before shipping and handling for:
AK, AL, AZ, CA, IA, ID, LA, M

A, M
E, M

O, OK, UT, W
Y

Calculate sales tax including shipping and handling for:
AR, CO, CT, DC, FL, GA, HI, IL, IN, KS, KY, M

D, M
I, M

N, M
S, NC, ND, 

NE, NJ, NM
, NV, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, VA, VT, W

A, W
I, W

V

No sales tax required for:
DE, M

T, NH, OR

M
ERCHANDISE TOTAL

Plus: Shipping and Handling 
(Use chart at left to calculate shipping  

for each “Ship to” address.)

SUBTOTAL

Sales Tax 
(W

here applicable. Please refer to inform
ation at left.)

TOTAL AM
OUNT ENCLOSED in U.S. dollars

Meet Teerasak 
and TIRAPHAN

Husband and wife artisans Teerasak 
and Tiraphan are your Artisan 
Guides for our UNDISCOVERED 
Thailand Box. Tucked inside, you’ll 
find stories, recipes and insider tips. 
They reveal the traditions and the 
culture of the land they call home: 
Chiang Mai, Thailand. Subscribe 
today at undiscovered.novica.com

“Sawadee Kha/Khap.” 
We welcome you into our city, 
Chiang Mai, with Wai, a bow  
of greeting.

$15 OFF WITH 
CODE UNBOX 

Products shown above: #152485, #275107, #337478, #368040, #396387 and #401817 
available to be purchased separately on novica.com
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THE JOURNEY 
has just begun

FREE SHIPPING
on your next order over $75

(details above)

Enter your Free Shipping code during online checkout, add it to your mail order 
form, or apply it to your phone order. Valid on your next catalog or NOVICA 
website order over $75. Applicable to shipping addresses in the US (including PR, 
USVI and APO/DPO/FPO). Offer ends January 31, 2023. Cannot be combined with 
other codes or applied to prior orders.

F
Khaki

Charcoal

Light Blue

INDIAN EMBROIDERED TUNICS. Vivid colors and intricate motifs evoke the 
beauty of the Indian subcontinent. Cotton embroidery along the button 
placket is a nod to the chikankari embroidery work of artisans in Lucknow, 
where the tunics are made. 100% polyester. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), 

XXL (20-22). Size L is 28"L. 

A. #345833 Flowers of the Sea $44.95 
B. #345837 Antique Petal $44.95 
C. #395575 Royal Palace $44.95 
D. #345834 Palace Intrigue $44.95 
E. #228496 Sunflower Blooms Coat Rack $89.95 

F. INDIAN STONEWASHED JOGGERS. These hip, stonewashed rayon jogger 
pants feature a tapered leg with an elastic cuff, plus an elastic waist with a 
drawstring and side seam pockets. The look is loose and casual, the feel is 
100% comfort. Made in India. Machine wash. Navy (NV) shown, Light Blue (LB), Khaki 

(KH), Charcoal (CH). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). XXL (20-22). Size L inseam is 28"L.

#373451 Indian Stonewashed Joggers $69.95
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